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Fair grades or grade inflation?
When C is not the mean and A is for effort
By KERI ANNE FOX

News Editor
and ERIC WEI

Staff Writer
With midterms, papers and projects on
the horizon, many students have grades on
the brain. With pressure from families and
professors, compounded with pressures from

Some, like Kuritz, see the grading pro¬
cess as growing tougher.
Others, like Professor of Psychology and
Department Chair John Kelsey, said that,
“The average GPA earned by Bates students
has ... steadily increased over a five year
period.... by at least one definition, we (the
College) are inflating our grades.”
“Some would argue that the increase
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one’s self to succeed academically at college,
grades take on much of the focus as a mea¬
sure of success.
Along with grades come the questions:
“Does this work deserve this grade? Would
this work have received this grade one year
ago? Five? Ten?”
If any of the answers are “No,” a more
important question is “Why?”
One possible answer on the minds of
some professors, students, employers and
administrators is grade inflation. Another
question is whether or not it occurs at Bates.
And if it does, one is prompted to wonder,
what it means and if it should be stopped.
Several professors responded by email to a query about the status of grade in¬
flation at Bates.
“I believe that what is considered an
acceptable grade has changed over the years.
And I believe faculty are more reluctant to
give unacceptable grades than in the past,”
said Professor of Theater and Department
Chair Paul Kuritz.

1996
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Institutional Research

in grades does not represent ‘inflation,’ but
represents an increase in student perfor¬
mance due to better students, better teach¬
ing, alternative methods of teaching, alter¬
native methods of evaluation, smaller
classes, changes in the kinds of behavior that
the faculty values, et cetera,” he said.
“Others would argue that the increase
in grades represents an erosion of standards
and an over evaluation of student perfor¬
mance and that, like most over-evaluation (or
under-evaluation), this is likely to be harm¬
ful in the long run,” Kuritz said.
Grade inflation tends to occur gradu¬
ally over the years. A presiding theory is that
it really took off during the years of the draft
during the Vietnam war. If a male student’s
GPA dropped below a certain point, he would
be drafted. Sympathetic professors would try
to help as they could, sometimes by boosting
the student’s grade.
Once the war ended, it was impossible
to go back to the way things were.
Attempting to define grade inflation

cum laude and summa cum laude) has in¬
creased by more 10 percent since 1995.
But when you compare Bates to other
schools, as Graph 2 illustrates, the College
is on par with so-called “peer institutions.”
Students at Bates get slightly fewer ‘A,’ ‘D’
and ‘F’ grades an slightly more ‘B’ and ‘C’
grades.
If grade inflation is occurring, it is hap¬
pening at a steady, overall rate, at least ac¬
cording to Graph 2.
Some offer a different view of the grad¬
ing process. “Professors take this matter
[grade inflation] seriously and struggle to
come up with a grading system that is mean¬
ingful, fair, and, ideally, educational — in
other words, students learn something in
evaluative processes besides the letter grade
that they have been given,” said Associate
Professor of Art Erica Rand.
While the letter grade itself does not
indicate all of the learning process, it does
have an impact — even if it ends after gradu¬
ation. And grades that come easy can hurt
more than they help.
“An athlete trains by competing
against his or her best time. We should do
the same, even if it means the standards keep
getting higher,” said Associate Professor of
Religion and Chair of Classical and Medieval
Studies Robert Allison.

Graph 2, Grade Distribution at Bates and Selected Peer Institutions, 1995,96
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Posters disappear, hate crimes don't

Inside

By MATT EPSTEIN

Staff Writer

One issue that won’t be ignored

Good music in Lewiston?

Question of accessibility is topic of
discussion at RA meeting. News, Page 2

Civic Center welcomes Blues Traveler, Turn
to Arts, Page 13

Rosh Hashanah

Attendance offensive?

Discussing the observation of religious
holidays at Bates. Forum Page 5

Sports looks at the offensive threat on the
Bates soccer teams and slim attendance at
sporting events. Flip to Sports, Page 14

Religion at Bates
Have the faithful gone underground?Find
out in Features, Page 8

more theoretically, Kelsey said, “I would as¬
sume that the most common definition is an
increase in the average grades given over a
period of time. One could also argue that it
represents an absolute over evaluation of the
students’ work, e.g. mediocre work that used
to earn a C, now may earn a B or even an A.”
Bates participates in a yearly survey
conducted by the Franklin and Marshall
Grading Survey of Selected Institutions,
along with 11 other schools which studies
how academic institutions grade and how the
grades are distributed.
“Due to policy reasons, this survey
cannot be publicly released,” said Bates’s
Director of Institutional Research Jim
Fergerson. If it were, the findings could in¬
fluence current grading procedures.
Institutional Research was able to pro¬
vide a few graphs to help illustrate possible
grade inflation at Bates and how Bates
grades compares to similar schools.
According to Kelsey, “The average
grades received by students in psychology
courses have increased steadily over the past
five years such that the average grade is now
approximately .2 [points] higher than be¬
fore.”
Graph 1 supports this in a corollary
fashion, as the percentage of students gradu¬
ating with Latin honors (cum laude, magna

Quote of the week:
“The twentieth century has not been particu¬
larly good to me.” - Bob Mould
©1997 The Bates Student. All Rights Reserved.

Eighteen posters announcing a GayLesbian-Bisexual Alliance (GLBA) “Ques¬
tioning your sexuality meeting” were re¬
moved or defaced by an unknown party on
Wed., Sept. 17, according to a campus-wide
College mailing last Friday.
According to Meg MacDougal ’00, “I
put them up at 4:00, and by 5:30 p.m., they
were all down or scribbled on.”
This marks the first hate crime of the
semester. As was evidenced in the Chase
Hall mail room after dinner on Friday, many
students read this information and promptly
recycled the letter. Once again an overt act
of racism was met with silence by the Col¬
lege community.
A similar incident occurred this past
spring.
Early last week, MacDougal took this

incident to the administration, which con¬
vened the Hate Crimes/Bias Incident Com¬
mittee. The committee agreed to send a let¬
ter to inform the community, as has been the
procedure completed after incidents hap¬
pened in the past.
As there are no known suspects in this
case, there has been little new information
this week.
MacDougal’s belief is that “they [the
administration] are waiting for something
else to happen, if one more sign is taken down
there will be a strong response.” MacDougal
said that there was little else that could be
done at this time on the case until a suspect
becomes known.
In the past 12 months, several hate
crimes were committed on the Bates cam¬
pus. One of those was an e-mail incident that
happened last spring, whereby a student of
Continued on Page 2
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News
RA meeting talks of ramps,
meetings, seating committees
By MATT EPSTEIN
Staff Writer
The RA spent much of this Monday
night debating handicapped accessibility on
the Bates Campus. Shawn Draper ‘98, who
defines himself as being disabled by the col¬
lege, addressed the assembly on his efforts
to get the college to make more buildings ac¬
cessible to him, mostly through the construc¬
tion of ramps. Said Draper: “one is only dis¬
abled in a context— if Bates had more
ramps, I’d be less disabled....In the area of
handicapped accessibility, we are really far
behind.”
The assembly as a body expressed
support for this cause. Jessica Brown ‘98
suggested that the RA use some of its own
budget to build a ramp on campus (ramps
cost from $1,000 to $3,000, depending on the
size and type). “If we did that we could kill
the administration with the PR” said Rob
Curtis ‘98, speaking in favor of the idea.
“I really can’t believe that the school
is having that hard a time keeping its head
above water when I see some of the events
[like harvest dinner],” continued Draper,
asking why the college seemed to be reluc¬
tant to build more ramps. He also expressed
concern that the college was overpaying for

the ramps that it did build. In response to
the first statement, David Leiber ‘98 an¬
nounced that there are plans currently un¬
derway to boycott the Harvest Dinner over
such concerns that the college’s financial

“If we did that we
could kill the
administration with
the P.R. ”
Rob Curtis ’98,
referring to the RA helping
fun more ramps around
campus
priorities are misplaced.
The Assembly voted to form a commit¬
tee on handicapped access that will investi¬
gate and report back to the RA in a few
weeks. The committee will look at the feasi¬
bility of the various ideas proposed and any

Two teams race for the finish line going all oars out.

Erin Mullen Photo

others that may arise. Students interested
in serving on this committee (or any other)
should contact the RA office in Chase Hall.
In other business:
The RA seated three new members of
the Committee on Committees by unanimous
vote. The new members are: Adam Hoffman
‘99; Anne Hollis ‘01; and Lena Sene ‘00.
There was a call for members who
were willing to serve on the Parking Appeals
and Parking Policy Committees, as well as
the Joint Commission on Alcohol.
Three students, Curtis, Brown and Rob
Pelkey ‘98, were appointed as the RA repre¬
sentatives to faculty meetings. Seven stu¬
dents per week are allowed to attend the
meetings. In addition to the RA representa¬
tives, one is allowed from the Student and
three from the general college community
who may sign up at the Registrar’s office
each week.
The RA meets at 7 p.m. most Monday
nights; all are welcome to attend and speak.
The major business for next week’s meeting
is expected to be the seating of various stu¬
dent/faculty committees. Candidates will be
chosen this weekend by the Committee on
Committees.

Posters tom down,
hate crime declared
Continued, from Page 1

color directed a derogatory message to¬
ward white students.
There was a resolution in one of the
anti-Semitic cases, in which a student
claimed he had been unaware of the pos¬
sible offensiveness of his actions.
Security was unavailable for com¬
ment on this story.
In 1996 there were eight reported
hate crimes on campus, an alltime high.

Question i n9 Your Sexuality
for men

oet. 2, 1997 @ 9pm
downstairs loun9e
multicultural center
“Questioning Your Sexuality” poster

Eat real bagels... rollerblade in Central Park... tour Black Rock...
see the lions... study Shakespeare... watch Shakespeare... do
Shakespeare_join the crowds_feel the beat_smell the roses_
smell the subway... rise and shine... never sleep... hit the clubs...
catch a show... see a game... experience the art... embrace the
music... get to class... learn something... see everything...
ccme back changed.

Columbia
The Visiting Students Program is a special opportunity which enables students at other colleges and
universities to enroll at Columbia for one semester or a year.
call

One team prepares for the Dragon Boat Race on September 27.

Erin Mullen Photo

(212)

Applying is easy.

854-1581 or get in touch with us by e-mail at visit-cc@Columbia.edu.

For information,

GLBA
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Health Center offers variety of services
Specialized services for women and men provide help, confidentiality guaranteed
By JENNIFER GOOGINS
Staff Writer

The first month of school is an adjust¬
ment period for most students. This is a time
when first-years must acclimate not only to
the environment at Bates, but also must fa¬
miliarize themselves with the services of¬
fered at Bates.
Many of these services are offered at
the Health Center, which ensures confiden-

“If you don't have
guaranteed
confidentiality then
students won't talk
to you about issues
that are important
to them."
Sally Beck,
nurse practicioner

tiality. Medical costs are included in the cost
of tuition.
When it comes to women’s health,
Sally Beck is the one to call. Beck is a gen¬
eral nurse practitioner specializing in
women’s health at the Health Center. She is
holding an open forum this Monday, Oct. 6,
at 4:30 p.m. in the Multicultural Center.
Women are encouraged to come and

ask questions about any health issues con¬
cerning them, ranging from contraceptives
to physical examinations.
Women who are unable to attend and
can make an appointment with Beck by call¬
ing the Health Center.
When a women shows up for an ap¬
pointment, there is a waiting room down¬
stairs that might be more appealing than
waiting upstairs in the main room. Records,
like visits, are confidential, with all informa¬
tion is kept strictly between the woman and
Beck.
“If you don’t have guaranteed confi¬
dentiality then students won’t talk to you
about issues that are important to them,”
said Beck.
“When I was a college student I found
women’s health care to be really lacking,”
Beck said. “I think I brought that experience
with me. I’d like to be a part of encouraging
women to visit the Health Center.”
This philosophy makes a woman’s visit
to the Health Center that much more com¬
fortable. A student knowing that a woman
will be attending her, one who has had some
of the same experiences with health care,
may enable the student to be more relaxed
and allow Beck to help her with greater ease.
Men’s nurse Bernie Vigna said, “the
only times guys come in [to the Health Cen¬
ter] is if they’re scared.”
Vigna is concerned that in an average
week, approximately 40 females and only one
male come into the Health Center.
“A lot of times guys will come in with a
symptom, a rash or testicular pain,” Vigna
said. “So I can do a culture to ease their mind
— and use that time to reinforce safe sex.”
Vigna said there are condoms and
pamphlets on how to conduct testicular ex¬
ams in the health center. “Most guys don’t

have a clue that the largest risk group is be¬
tween the ages of 17 and 35. Guys in this
bracket should be conducting self examina¬
tions.”
Vigna said men can make an appoint-

The Health Center’s door: open for anyone with a problem.
Erin Mullen photo

ment to see him, to discuss issues concern¬
ing them or to schedule an examination.
There are no immediate plans to hold
an open forum for men, but if men are inter¬
ested, Bernie encourages them to call him.
You can reach Sally or Bernie at 786-6199.

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.

Color StyleWriter* 2500
NOW $201** BEFORE REBATE

Power Macintosh* 6500/250
32/4GB/i2XCD/Multiple Scan 15AV
L2/2ip Drive/Ethernet/Kbd
NOW $2,338** BEFORE REBATE

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?

PowerBook* 3400C/200
16/2GB/12XCD/L2/12.1” TFT display
Ethernet/33.6 modem
NOW $4,213** BEFORE REBATE

cash back*

Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.
Because in addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than
you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students
are eligible for special cash rebates.
*This is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus
reseller today for complete details.

Bates College Information Services
110 Russell Street
Hours: Monday-Fiiday 8:30-noon & 1:30-4:30
Phone: 6376 • Fax: 6057

Power Macintosh* 5400/200

e-mail: Computer_Sales@Bates.edu

32/i.6GB/i2XCD/Built-in display/Ethernet/Kbd
NOW $1,727** BEFORE REBATE

••Offer expires October 10,1997. ©1997 Apple Computer. Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Mac, Macintosh, PowerBook, Power Macintosh and StyleWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. OneScanoer and QuIckTak* are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc Apple mall-ln
rebate offer valid from July «. 1997 through October 10,1997, while supplies last and subject to availability. Void where prohibited by law. See participating reseller for further rules and details. All Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible to individuals with disability. To learn more 0J.S.
only), call 800-600-7808 or TTY 800-755-0601.
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The Needle: SS£
Compiled By MATT BROMLEY
Staff Writer
Source: Translated from TF1 Infos website
at:
http://www. tfl.fr/cgi-bin/tfl/
maj.cgi?infos&sommairefr.htm
France/Russia
A visit begun Thursday by the President to
recommence bilateral commercial ex¬
changes. Accompanied by his wife, Jacques
Chirac was received by the Russian Prime
Minister Victor, Tehemomyrdine. The French
couple were later met, at the Kremlin, by
Boris Yeltsin who saluted the “personal ef¬
fort” made by Chirac to integrate Russia into
the international community.
Israel
Benjamin Netanyahu’s announcement at¬
tracts thunderbolts from the international
community.
The US Secretary of State, Madeleine
Albright, once again asked the Israeli Prime
Minister to “respect a cease-fire” in a Jew¬
ish colony. The following of a Jewish colony
is incompatible with the American efforts to
restore the confidence between Israel and
Palestinians, indicated Madeleine Albright.
Indonesia
Aerial catastrophe in Indonesia:
A Garuda, and Indonesian airline, Airbus
A300 crashed last Friday in the north of
Sumatra approximately 40 kilometers from
the city of Medan. None of the 234 passen¬
gers and crew members survived the acci¬
dent. According to regional inhabitants who
observed the crash, visibility was obscured
that day to the recent fires in the area.
***

Mgr. Olivier de Berranger, bishop of SaintDenis pronounced Mea Culpa of hte Catholic
Church of France for its role in the occupa¬
tion and massacre of 73,000 French Jews
who died or were deported.
In the presence of representatives of hte Jew¬
ish community and the Association of
Deportees, Mgr. Berranger made a declara¬
tion of repentance in the name of all the Bish¬
ops in the Isle de France and all their dio¬
ceses as well.
Switzerland
The largest distribution of heroin accepted
by the Swiss:
A 70.6% referendum passed last Sunday to
approve a government program for the dis¬
tribution of toxilogical drugs under' medical
control. A program, followed since 1993,
which consisted of supplying hard drugs, in
particular heroin. They will then add certain
drugs, methadone for one, and release the
heroin for sale in order to slow consumption.
This program was developed under the
‘Youth without Drugs’ program, a program
supported by the Popular Party and the Lib¬
eral Democrats.
Space
Space shuttle Atlantis was launched as pre¬
dicted last Friday morning from Cape
Canaveral, Florida.
Destination: Space Station Mir. Seven mem¬
bers of the American team of which David
Wolf will relieve his American compatriot on
board Mir, Michael Foale. The shuttle’s team
will also resupply Mir with 2.5 tons of sup¬
plies of which are one ton of water and a new
computer. If all goes as planned, Mir will re¬
turn to Kennedy Space Center on October 5th
after ten days in orbit.

An earthquake struck Indonesia in the NorthEast of the country last Friday that measured
a magnitude 6 on the Richter Scale. Official
statistics count 11 deaths and 126 wounded.
The epicenter was under Pare (60,000 inhab¬
itants) in the province of South Sulawesi. The
region has a total of 300,000.

Update: Atlantis docked successfully with
Mir. David Wolf has relieved Michael Foale
for a four month stay on the station and
Atlantis will be joined to Mir for six days to¬
tal.

France
Mickael Gorbatchev visited France to present
his memoirs, awork entitled Memoirs, a Life
of Public Reforms, printed by Rocher.

For the first time two astronauts from
different nationalities made a sortie in space
for about five hours. The American Scott
Parazynski and the Russian Vladimir Titov
repaired scientific equipment and solar pan¬
els on Mir that were damaged in last June’s
collision. They fulfilled every mission objec¬
tive.

The first dedication was made in Lille at the
library LeFuret duNord, the largest library
in Europe, which opened its doors, specially,
for the former Russian Premier. The book
affirms that it was his 1976 trip to France
that first gave him his doubts as to the supe¬
riority of socialism compared to bourgeois
democracy.
Gorbatchev will receive an honorary
‘6ommandeur des Arts et des Lettres.’

***

In the mean time space station com¬
mander Anatoly Soloviev and his engineer
Pave Vinogradov installed the new computer,
brought to the station last Saturday by
shuttle Atlantis. During the installation of
the computer, which could take a dozen
hours, Mir’s angle to the sun will be main¬
tained by Atlantis.

Czech nation builder to speak at Bates
Ladislav Venys, at the center of numer¬
ous nation-building efforts in the Czech Re¬
public, will discuss the evolving role of NATO
in Europe on Mon., Oct. 20 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Edmund S. Muskie Archives. The public
is invited and admission is free.
Venys is director of the Center for De¬
mocracy and Free Enterprise in the Czech
Republic and a German Marshall Campus
Fellow. Since 1993, he has established the
Legal Resource Center, the English College
and the AngloAmerican College in Prague.
He also has been the Czech Republic’s offi¬
cial manager of tax policy reform,
privatization initiatives and financial re¬
structuring of companies. He received a
master’s degree in political science and in¬
ternational relations from Syracuse Univer¬

sity and master’s and doctoral degrees in
Asian and English studies from Charles Uni¬
versity in Prague.
Venys’ visit to Bates October 19 - 26 is
made possible by a grant from the German
Marshall Fund to the Woodrow Wilson Na¬
tional Fellowship Foundation to increase co¬
operation between Europeans and Ameri¬
cans. German Marshall Fund Fellows, from
the fields of business, journalism and public
service, visit small liberal arts colleges for a
week of intensive study with faculty and stu¬
dents.
The German Marshall Fund was estab¬
lished in 1972 by a gift from the Federal Re¬
public of Germany to commemorate U.S.
postwar assistance under the Marshall Plan.

LSAT
GRE
GMAT
MCAT
Courses at Bates start soon!

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

(800) 2-REVIEW
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Religion and faith at Bates College
A look at the celebration of Rosh Hashanah and other holidays at Bates
who also canceled classes on Thursday in
recognition of the holiday, had a slightly dif¬
ferent take on the matter: “I don’t know
Yesterday marked the beginning of whether or not it should be a campus-wide
Rosh Hashana, the Jewish new year. Bates standard. I am inclined to think not, as long
students attended services held at Bowdoin as faculty accommodate students who miss
College in order to celebrate the holiday, class to attend services.”
Wollman’s sentiments were echoed by
while still others ventured home to celebrate
with family. However, an interesting ques¬ David Silverman ’99 who said, “Its Bates’s
tion arises: To what extent does Bates rec¬ job to recognize that Rosh Hashana and Yom
Kippur, along with the other high holidays,
ognize this and other Jewish holidays?
Thursday was business as usual as far are important to the Jewish community; and
to be respectful by
as the academic as¬
not scheduling ex¬
pects of college were
ams on these holi¬
concerned. Yet a
days or the day af¬
handful of profes¬
ter; and [to] freely
sors cancelled class
give dean’s excuses
in observation of the
to those students
holiday.
who want to be with
“I do not hold
their families.”
classes on Rosh
“I think that
Hashana and Yom
most
professors do
Kippur because they
not mind at all if we
are two of the most
miss class to go to
important Jewish
high holiday ser¬
holidays of the year,”
vices, some even
said Erica Rand, as¬
give extensions for
sociate professor of
papers and exams,”
art. “I think this
said Leslie Broch
should be a campus¬
Erica Rand
’99. “Even though I
wide standard in
was pretty sure my
keeping with the
Associate Professor of Art
professors would be
campus-wide stan¬
understanding
dard of not holding classes on days that
Christians consider crucial, such as Christ¬ about my absence, I decided to go only to
evening services last night (Wednesday), and
mas.”
“Being
in
“In theory, this is a nondenominational went to classes today.”
institution,” Rand said. “In practice, the classes does not really let me reflect on the
school system is organized around Christ¬ importance of these holidays,” Broch said.
“I’m not sure that if the school should cancel
mas.”
Rand’s comments raise questions as classes because of the relatively small per¬
to how the college can, if it can at all, service centage of practicing Jews and also because
each of the religious faiths represented at the it does not seem right to honor only impor¬
tant Christian and Jewish holidays.”
College.
The administration and faculty of the
Eric Wollman, professor of Physics,
By SHAWN P. O’LEARY

Forum Editor

“In theory, this is a
nondemoninational
institution;
in p ractice,
the school
system
is organized around
Christmas. ”

college have addressed observance of reli¬ Hashana. But she did state that she felt sym¬
gious holidays. “There has been discussion pathetic toward students who felt they
within the ad-hoc committee about the issue
should be.
Maloney also said that she realized
of whether other holidays should be observed
as part of the calendar,” said Dean of Stu¬ that an attempt to accommodate all religious
dents F. Celeste Branham. “It became a com¬ occasions could cause many logistical prob¬
plex issue in trying to fairly observe the lems. Douglas Weber, associate chaplain and
myriad of holidays of major religions repre¬ rabbi of Temple Shalom, could not be
reached for comment because of the Rosh
sented in our community.”
Hashana services.
Elizabeth Tobin, professor of history,
The problems to be faced in trying to
described the ad-hoc committee’s work on
the issue as being focused on religious holi¬ recognize each of the religious holidays and
religions present on
days in general
campus are many.
rather than upon any
Furthermore, not all
specific religion.
students readily dis¬
“The commit¬
close their religious
tee has discussed the
affiliations and prac¬
idea of canceling on
tices.
religious holidays.
Therefore stu¬
Not just Jewish holi¬
dents who did not re¬
days, but also other
holidays from many
veal their religious
faith upon entrance
other religions,” said
into the College run
Tobin in reference to
the ad-hoc commit¬
the risk of not having
their respective holi¬
tee. “It would be very
days recognized.
difficult to cancel
In researching
classes for even one
this piece, I found
major holiday for all
that everyone inter¬
religions. It would
Elizabeth Tobin
result in a lot of class
viewed felt compas¬
Professor of History
sionate towards the
days lost in what
would already be a
desire of students of
all faiths to be re¬
very short calendar.”
In terms of official recognition of reli¬ leased from their academic obligations for
gious holidays on the part of the College, the purposes of religious expression.
Tobin said, “We thought it would be better if
While there was disagreement about
the college would offer recognition of holi¬ canceling classes in recognition of religious
days through other means. Furthermore, the holidays, it became apparent that on the
calendar committee is looking at finding an whole, faculty or administrators were not
hour a week without classes scheduled for actively discouraging students from practic¬
ing their faiths.
such purposes as religious observation.”
Kerry Maloney, college chaplain, would
The real question is whether or not
not speak on the record as to whether or not academic obligations prevent students from
she felt classes should be suspended on Rosh practicing, despite good intentions.

“It would be
very difficult
to cancel
classes
for even one
major holiday
for all
religions. ”

Student disillusioned with Bates dating scene
A first year frankly reveals her feelings regarding social interaction at Bates
By ANNE HOLLIS

Staff Writer
College is an opportunity to start over
and become something that you’ve always
wanted to be. It’s a fresh start and a place
for new beginnings. But new beginnings are
difficult when you aren’t given the opportu¬
nity to create them on your own. First Years
come in with many labels and expectations.
They have the new sports stars, the new
artists and thespians, the new poets, musi¬
cians and leaders. They have the people who
fit in and those who don’t, the First Years who
make friends with the upper classmen
(whether or not it’s for the alcohol) and those
who are ridiculed. They also have the ’’fresh
meat.” Parties reap great success for First
Year females. It’s amazing how apt people
are to push you to the front of the keg line,
or to let you slip by without forking over your
five bucks. Then there are the numerous
volunteers that will take you home late at
night if you need it. Hell, you and your room¬
mate even get invited to a party in a big blue
house on a hill. Now, to an innocent, young
girl this all seems like you’ve hit the big time.
All of a sudden, guys are holding doors open

for you and even showing interest in your
major. It can be a bit overwhelming and
even more thrilling.
So then you find someone who demon¬
strates all of these qualities, someone who
smiles and looks interested in conversation,
you take a risk. It isn’t until six o’clock the
next morning when your walking home alone
in the dawning light of a New England morn¬
ing that your senses kick in. You have hit
the big time. These boys know what they’re
doing. And the interest in your thrilling mind
has very little to do with it. Instead of the
sixteen year old boys that giggle and blush
at the word ”sex”, you have the twenty year
olds that look you straight in the eye and tell
you that you’re beautiful. But you suck it
up and climb into your own bed chalking it
up to experience but secretly hoping that the
next time the phone rings you’ll answer it
and find out it’s him. And he’s asking about
your major again, and telling you how
beautiful you are. When that doesn’t hap¬
pen, you shrug and think that it was fun while
it lasted... all five hours, or so. So you go on
with your life. You’re registering for your
classes and getting to know professors.
You’re signing up for extra-curriculars and

writing letters home until one day about a
week later, you get up late for brunch on
Saturday and walk into Commons only to rim
into him. You draw in a breath and raise your
head with a plastered smile on your face,
ready to accept his apology for not calling.
But when you look up you see him walking
away. He didn’t even say hello. You watch
his friends pat him on the back and lookback
at you with that look, you know that look of
pure disgust. You pretend that you didn’t
even see them in the first place while in your
mind you’re rationalizing the whole situation
away. You’re telling yourself that he really
didn’t see you, or maybe he was just too em¬
barrassed to say anything to you with his
friends there. Or maybe he has the same fear
as you do to be seen out in his huge sweat
pants and four-year-old T-shirt. You think
about this as you walk back home again. The
next time you see him, you’re runningto class
a bit late and you can’t even take the time to
look up. All day you wonder if he would have
said hi if you had let him.
You start to find your place and make
some friends. One night while you’re telling
a story about your first week in college, some¬
one says

“Ohmygawd! You’re the girl who hooked up
with...” And then you realize that everyone
knows. And you didn’t tell them. You start
to notice more and more of his friends... and
you notice them noticingyou. And they don’t
look too happy about it. You start to hear
your name a bit more often in a few more
places than it should be. And you know that
you’re supposed to be feeling at least a little
bit of shame, but you aren’t. So you smile
and ignore it. It dies down just as all gossip
does, and you even start to forget about it.
You start to make jokes out of running into
all of his friends at Commons, and laugh
when you see him on “the-day-before-you-dolaundry-so-you’re-in-your-rippedjeans-fromeighth-grade-and-that-God-awful-sweatshirtyour-parentsgot-you-on-their-trip-to-Floridalast-summer” morning.
Then you start to date someone.
Someone really sincere that really does care
about you and your major. He may not hold
the door open for you or tell you that you’re
beautiful, but he does really make you feel
good. And you have a lot of fun with him.
Until that night when you walk in and he’s
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A matter of responsibility

Editorial
There’s no doubt that Bates has enjoyed a reputation for being one of the friend¬
liest small colleges in the United States.
This reputation conveys, to outsiders and insiders, a sense of community spirit,
camaraderie and safety.
To this end, blue safety lights pepper the campus, indicating that Security is look¬
ing out for students, and that we have nothingto fear. Or are the lights there because we
do have something to fear?
If it’s not evil from the outside to be afraid of, then perhaps it’s something bad
that’s brewing inside people within the inner sanctum of campus. This something could
be the incivility that members of campus organizations like the Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual
Alliance and the Bates Democrats have felt in the last two weeks.
Judging from the recent, rampant defacing and removal of these groups’ posters,
there is a lot of disrespect among people at Bates. And that is something to be afraid of.
Last week, GLBA hung signs around campus inviting men questioning their sexu¬
ality to a private, “non-labeling’ meeting. The signs, which were posted around campus
in residences, college buildings and restrooms, also stated that tearing them down was
an act of homophobia.
An unidentified person or people must have been taken aback, disturbed or threat¬
ened by the mere presence of the signs —18 of them were removed. Some above a urinal
in Chase Hall were even taken down and urinated upon.
This week, several Bates Democrats posters announcing an upcoming welfare
reform debate were also taken down from various spots around campus.
These actions reflect poorly upon one of the “friendliest” schools in the country.
They’re not funny, and nor should they be acceptable by any means.
There’s no reason why most people on campus should live in fear of other people’s
homophobia or intolerance.
So at the very least, let’s be publically tolerant, for the sake of others within the
College. Let’s uphold the College’s values of egalitarianism and fairness.
The safety net of Security and its blue lights won’t protect us from the inside —
from each other.
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To the Editor,
I gave a noonday concert on Septem¬
ber 23. At my request, the Olin
Center’s Coordinator made arrangements to
have my concert recorded by a
student. On the day of the concert, the stu¬
dent “could not do it” and
walked out of his responsibility. So I do not
have any recording of my
concert.
I give a concert
Letters to
only once a year. 1 give
a concert, moreover,
not only for people who come to hear it but
for my friends who are
scattered all over the globe: Boston, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Arizona,
Tokyo, Singapore, Melbourne, Paris, Rome,
San Juan. They eagerly await
for my once-a-year “voice mail.” Now I have
to tell them what really
happened.
I do not know the specific circum¬
stance that prevented the student
from working as he had promised. If I were

in his position, I would find
a replacement. There is a word for such a
choice: Responsibility.
The Coordinator says that, instead of
getting upset, I might sing
again at my accompanist’s convenience and
record it. That does not work,
for my performance cannot be repeated in
the real sense.
I know the stu¬
the Editor
dent only by his first
name, Alec. I don’t
know how anyone could be so irresponsible.
Incidentally, your paper incorrectly re¬
ported the name of my piano
accompanyist. (“The Bates Student,” Sep¬
tember 19) I gave a concert with
Mr. Frank Glazer, NOT Mark Howard.
Sincerely,
Atsuko Hirai
Professor of History

Alumni-in-Residence update
To the Editor,
The first Alumni-in-Residence Pro¬
gram sponsored by the Alumni
Council and Office of Career Services was
held on Friday afternoon,
September 19th. The program was a huge
success, thanks in large part to
the participation of over 75 students and 35
alumni.
The afternoon consisted of two 45minute career semi¬
nars with
alumni panelists. The
Letters to
seminars broke down
into specific career
fields
including: Law / Government, Communica¬
tions/Arts, Financial Services,
Marketing / Consulting, Medical Services /
Sciences, and Education /
Non-Profit. Each career field was repre¬
sented by alumni with varying
backgrounds and spanning many classes.
The feedback we received from the
attending students was very
positive and encouraged us to continue the
program next year. Listening
to a fellow Batesie tell their post-Bates story

was “...a great idea...”,
according to one student. Another com¬
mented, “It was encouraging to see
how helpful alums can be.” The Alumni Fel¬
lows were delighted to take part
in this program and offer any assistance they
can to current students and
fellow alums.
Following the seminars, we adjourned
to Chase Hall Lounge for dinner and dessert.
Again, the student at¬
tendance was terrific
and conversations
the Editor
around the room were
lively. Overall, it was
a terrific evening for both the alums and stu¬
dents. It emphasized to the students that the
Bates Alumni are very approachable and
available to assist in their transition to “Life
After Bates.”
On behalf of the entire Alumni Coun¬
cil, thank you to everyone who
contributed to the success of this program.
Sincerely,
Nancy E. Higgins ’81
President of the Alumni Council

Support for accessibility
To the Editor,
I write this letter to show my support
for and complete
agreement with the
article “How Bates
Letters to
College disabled me”
by Shawn Draper,
which appeared in last week’s
S tu dent. I find it downright shameful that Bates
College has not done more to make buildings
on this campus accessible. If it is a funding
issue, I for one would be willing to give up
frivolous extras which cost exorbitant

amounts of money, such as fireworks on Back
to Bates Weekend and
Harvest Dinner. I urge
the college to make
the Editor
these cuts or any oth¬
ers it deems neces¬
sary in order to make Bates College a place
which is accessible to all.
Sincerely,
Jessica R. Brown ’98
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Students speak out about article on offensiveness
To the Editor,
Sincerely,
With regard to the article on discrimi¬
nation at Bates, before comparisons can be
made between a thoughtless, albeit uninten¬
tionally offensive comment made by Profes¬
sor Wagner to recent malicious Anti-Asian
hate crimes in the news, the context of the
situation should definitely be considered.
On the first day of the Advanced Per¬
sonality class, Wagner admitted the extreme
difficulty he has in remembering names. As
the class is generally much smaller than it is
this year, and as it is a discussion class, he
proceeded in the attempt to begin identify¬
ing students by name. When it came to those
names which generally aren’t very common,
or with which he wasn’t very familiar, he
would ask the student how it is pronounced
or about its origin. He did this, not, it seems,
in an attempt to racially exclude, brand or
stigmatize but simply out of friendly curios¬
ity in students’ ethnicities.
Though one can see how his remark
to the student with a Japanese surname
could be taken as offensive, it should also be
considered that when he realized his mistake
he quickly tried to clarify himself. It is also
doubtful that, in his haste, he considered the
connotations of his remark, and, knowing
Professor Wagner, that he could ever have
intended it to be taken in the way it was. It
is a shame that a professor with good inten¬
tions was singled out for a remark made in
haste, not in hate.
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Kelsey MacMillan ’99
Sam McDaniel ’98
Sean McGonagle ’98
Molly McMahon ’99
Elizabeth Miller ’98
Christian Oberle ’98
Rebecca Orfaly ’98
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Christa Pietrini ’98
Ben Rood ’98
Mark Simmons ’98
Ben Smith ’98
Jennifer Smith ’98
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Letters to

Letters to the Editor will be
screened and edited for
length, clarity and accuracy.
All letters must be submitted by
7 p.m. on the Wednesday prior
to publication to
be considered.
Honest appraisal of
Bates dating scene
Continued from Page 5
sitting there looking like his cat just died.
And all he says is “I didn’t know you hooked
up with...” And you have to tell him the whole
story, the walk of shame and all. Then you
find out his best friend had already told him
all about it. And that same best friend is one
of the guys that was there patting him on the
back at Commons that first Saturday morn¬
ing, one of the guys that looked at you with
“that look”. And you wonder how he new
everything anyway. And you wonder why he
felt he had to tell your boyfriend. And he
tells you it’s because his best friend was
worried that he was going to get hurt, that
he thought that you were unacceptable. So
you get mad and your boyfriend stands up to
his friend and he apologizes to you.
But you’re still the one that got the bad
name while he gets patted on the back. And
all he did was ask you about your major and
tell you that you’re beautiful. And you think
you’re supposed to feel just a little bit of
shame, but you just don’t. In fact, all you
really want is to get patted on the back. Af-

The Forum section is an
opinion section.

To the Editor,
In addition to Christian Oberle’s steps
to professional and proper journalism, I, too,
have a few ingredients I’d like to add to his
list regarding Ms. Wong’s poor choice in pub¬
lishing her article on Asian discrimination
at Bates. Since I and professor Wagner were
the focus of her article, I should have some¬
thing to share with the community regard¬
ing the incident.
Although I do recognize Ms. Wong’s at¬
tempt to explore racial issues at Bates, the
strategy she chose to pursue the incident was
absolutely wrong and
unprofessional as a
journalist. The first
the
Editor
_ issue that needs to be
addressed here is jour¬
nalistic responsibility. If the subject of your
Forum story repeatedly asks you npt to run
the story — his insistence added to by simi¬
lar requests from a Dean of the college —
then aren’t you, Ms. Wong, violating certain
rights of members of the student population
here? Aren’t you behaving like literary
papparazzi in denying someone the right to
privacy by relentlessly pursuing that story
and insisting on publishing it? I did not ask
for Wagner’s comment in the first place, and
I certainly did not ask you to publish your
story. Despite my wishes, you continued to

To the Editor,
Michelle Wong’s article on September
19th was an attempt to compare Professor
Wagner’s comment to the Asian discrimina¬
tion event at Denny’s restaurant in Syracuse,
New York.
As a senior Psy¬
chology major, I have
been fortunate enough
Letters to
to have had Professor
Wagner for several of
my classes. Professor Wagner is a strong
believer in diversity and he has always been
very receptive and considerate od students’
comments and concerns. In the classroom
he initiates thought and discussion and is one
of the most approachable professors on cam¬
pus.
The comment on the first day of class

Accountability for accessibility
To the Editor,
Shawn Draper rendered a great ser¬
vice to the Bates community last week by
starkly illustrating the discrepancy between
the egalitarian principles Bates fosters in
theory and the failure to realize those prin¬
ciples in practice.
I am concerned, however, that students
are construing Shawn’s article as a indict¬
ment of the administration rather than an
indictment of the insti¬
tution itself. Students
can not detach them¬
Letters to
selves from this insti¬
tutional structure
which has disabled Shawn. As a close friend
who is aware of the barriers Shawn faces ev¬
ery day at Bates, I am the most guilty be¬
cause of my failure to act. For more than
three years, I have essentially absolved my¬
self of any personal responsibility for
Shawn’s predicament on campus.
And with each day that Bates students
condone the existence of an inaccessible
campus, we stray a little further from the

egalitarian promise that precipitated the es¬
tablishment of this school. For each day that
students do not assume collective responsi¬
bility for simply making our college an ac¬
cessible place for all people, we forfeit our
right to blame the administration; we allow
the problem to persist.
How can this institution justify spend¬
ing thousands of dollars on fireworks for
Back-to-Bates, the harvest dinner, and the
college gala, and yet
shrug its shoulders
when the issue of
the Editor
funding for ramps
arises? Why couldn’t
we simply forgo Harvest Dinner or the col¬
lege gala this year to facilitate the construc¬
tion of ramps?
I raise these questions because if we
can not answer them effectively as an insti¬
tution, we have lost any semblance of moral
courage.
Sincerely,
David Lieber ’98

do so, and now you have blown the incident
way out of proportion. I suppose you were
trying to ignite once again, what I call, the
“Myrna Morales phenomenon.” It always
takes a very heated, explosive incident to get
the Bates community to address racial is¬
sues. And to me, that is sad. It also bothers
me that you chose to pursue this incident in
that fashion — a bad choice Ms. Wong.
The other issue to consider, Ms. Wong,
is what makes a story a newsworthy story?
Is my encounter with Professor Wagner any¬
where near on par with the Asian beating
incident or the hate crime involving Chop¬
sticks last year? I think not... Moreover, you
make allegations that “isolated incidents”
like the one involving me, “happen often at
Bates.” Prove that — and if you cannot, then
don’t muddy the relatively untroubled waters
at Bates. We are a friendly group here.
Lighten up.
Sincerely,
Peter Kawada ’98
Note: After Peter Kawada spoke with a
dean, the dean contacted me later that
evening, during newspaper production.
But the dean did not request that I not run
my opinion piece. Kawada’s assumption
that he had is incorrect. —Michelle Wong

was not intended to be discriminatory. To
compare this comment to the incident that
transpired in Syracuse, New York is pure
sensationalism!
In conclusion I feel betrayed and an¬
gry that my name was used in any way to
discredit such an hon¬
orable man as Profes¬
sor Wagner. There is
the Editor
an irony in the ques¬
tion “Who is being dis¬
criminated against?” In my opinion, Profes¬
sor Wagner is the victim of discrimination in
Comments inpassing... lasting effects.
Sincerely,
Toni Taft ’98
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Posters are destroyed by urination
G.L.B.A. posters are taken down, stuffed into urinals and relieved upon
By NILS VAN OTTERLOO
Staff Writer
My original intention for my weekly
article for the Student was to write a
whimsically funny forum piece with no
particular human interest involved, but
the actions of individuals within our com¬
munity has prompted me to write something with a more serious aim. I submit,
as a warning, that if you are at all squea¬
mish about the concept of urination, and
male urinals in particular, I would suggest
that you read no further. Nevertheless,
what I have to say is important and of rel¬
evance to everyone.
Last week, prior to my lab, I
stopped to urinate in the downstairs
men’s room of Chase Hall, and was pre¬
sented with a very, in my position at the
time, strong juxtaposition which left me
rather unsettled. Here I was, phallus in
hand, urinating into one of two urinals,
and I was forced to read a poster (there
are many posters in Chase Hall, most of
which I don’t read for lack of time/interest, but this one was completely compel¬
ling by deign of content/position) hung
directly in eyesight above the urinal by
members of the G.L.BA. The content of
the poster was an announcement of a
“Questioning Your Sexuality” session spe¬
cifically for men.
Of particular interest in the poster
was the tag-line which read thus: “Remov¬
ing or defacing this sign in any way de¬
notes homophobia within the character of
the defiler (sic). Please leave this sign
alone.” Now myself, being someone who
has questioned my sexuality and even at
one time engaged in homosexual acts
though I consider myself heterosexual, I
was presented with a powerful mix of
emotions ranging from interest to abject
distaste. I was presented with two op¬
tions: 1) Deface/remove the sign in order
to remove my own personal sense of dis¬
comfort even though the sign told me not
to. 2) Leave the sign alone and continue
my day knowing that the shock value of
the sign would be only temporary.
I left the sign alone (though upon
reflection I wish I hadn’t) and continued
to class. Following class I required an¬
other pit-stop (I had been pounding back
D.C.’s all day to keep me going) and what
I found when I returned to the Chase Hall

men’s room shocked and horrified me to
the core. Within the span of one hour,
some character(s) of little worth had
taken the signs and placed them within
the urinal, where men, doing what comes
naturally, were defiling the signs in the
most heinous way.
Now I am one who believes, though

some of my thoughts concerning
marginalized group’s vocality range to the
conservative end of the political spectrum,
that everyone, no matter what, deserves to
be respected and have their voice given due
audience. My greatest condemnation is held
in reserve for the people who take it upon
themselves to subject other people to the hu¬

miliation and degradation that they them¬
selves would never think is their justly de¬
served reward for being such misanthropic,
low cultured people. These people must be
vilified! We must make it known that their
acts are cruel, without merit, and will not be
tolerated if we are truly committed to creat¬
ing a just society for ourselves here at Bates.
These are the acts of a small minded, hastily
raised minority and they have demonstrated
by their lack of candor that their voice/pres¬
ence in campus affairs should neither be rec¬
ognized nor affirmed in any way. I certainly
could have written this piece about how I felt
violated by the G.L.B.A.’s poster, as could
they, but instead they chose to express their
views in a mindless act of cowardly insignifi¬
cance, in effect proving everything the poster
hoped to demonstrate.
Now, I have a suggestion which I be¬
lieve could help remedy this present situa¬
tion, if not cure what I sense is a more cul¬
turally rampant disease of which this act is
a symptom. In order to prevent acts like this
from happening in the future 1 suggest that
we, as scholars and members of the human
community, hold ourselves and our peers in
greater scrutiny, and take action against the
aspects and actions we perceive within our
small community that are disadvantageous
to the formation of a completely egalitarian
vibe with regards to the treatment of all
peoples here at our school.
I know this goes against the “don’t
make waves” attitude which I sense is ram¬
pant here as well as at other schools around
the country, but I believe if something is
worth maintaining, which in the case of main¬
taining a friendly, conducive atmosphere for
learning about people from different walks
of life than our own, it is vitally important.
While I may not be Christian, I do be¬
lieve that Christ’s teachings, especially the
part about doing unto others as we would
have them due unto ourselves, are relevant
to modem society, and perhaps nowhere else
but in an academic environment can they be
truly realized. But alas, that is not the case.
I yearn for a time and a place in which ev¬
eryone was judged by their personal convic¬
tions and actions, rather than by false des¬
ignations of race or sexuality. It is time for
those of us who feel this way to make our
presence known to inform those who would
act with such low regard for their fellow man
that their time is past due.
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Features
Religion at Bates: public or private?
By JEFFREY WEINTRAUB
Staff Writer
The pervasive silence surrounding
much of the student body regarding religious
affiliation and religious conviction brings to
question whether or not the college commu¬
nity is religiously tolerant, religiously di¬
verse, or religious at all.
College Chaplain Kerry Maloney aptly
prefaced her interview by saying, “It’s hard
to argue from silence.”
One cannot respond to the question of
whether Bates is religiously
tolerant if there is nothing or no one
present to demand tolerance. “Those stu¬
dents who are very active in terms of reli¬
gion tend to act quietly,” said Associate Dean
of Students James Reese. “The question
becomes, if a student were to show religion
overtly would he or she be accepted?”
As an institution built on egalitarian
ideals, Bates prides itself on the principle of
individual freedoms, and has a history of
harboring tolerant beliefs for varying reli¬
gious values and, therefore, the answer to
whether an overtly religious student would
be accepted is yes. In theory at least.
In examining whether Bates is a toler¬
ant community for people with strong or dif¬
ferent religious convictions, it is necessary
to ask why these suppositions seem to be
addressed only in theory, and rarely in prac¬
tice.
Why do so many Bates students claim
no religious affiliation and why are so few
Bates students openly religious? The answer
to this complex question involves not whether
Bates students are exhibiting general apa¬
thy or genuine soul-searching, but, rather, in
examining the necessity and practicality of
religion for a Bates student.
Maloney said, “Spiritually, people are
fragmented because of exhaustion on cam¬
pus; people just have so many things to do at
Bates.”
This suggests that there simply is not
enough time for religion on campus if reli¬
gion held little importance to an individual
prior to attending Bates. Those who are will¬
ing to hold their religious virtues openly ap¬
pear to comprise the minority at Bates, and
are often involved in the eight religious or¬
ganizations on campus.
As a 20-year Bates veteran, Reese cer¬

tainly can attest to the changing religious
patterns and trends on campus. “Fifteen
years ago there was a survey indicating that
30 percent of students were Roman Catho¬
lic,” he said.
Today, Reese estimates that the per¬

centage of Roman Catholics is 15 percent,
that Protestants make up 30 percent of the
student body, and that Jewish students com¬
prises 10 percent of the population.
Judging by these percentages, and
given that 40 percent of Bates students claim

no religious identity, approximately five per¬
cent of the student body must claim adher¬
ence to a religious tradition other than Ca¬
tholicism, Protestantism, or Judaism.
Reese recounted an incident several
years ago in which orientation leaders for
first-year students asked about students’
religious affiliations. When only half the
group raised its hands after the leaders sum¬
marily mentioned the major religions of the
world, the leader asked in an off-the-cuff
manner who held no religious affiliation. 40
percent of the group raised their hands.
General apathy, genuine soul-searching, au¬
thentic disbelief, or confused first-years?
“College is traditionally a time to be
on a spiritual search,” said Maloney. “Every¬
thing should be up for scrutiny in college.”
Apparently, just as a liberal arts education
can inherently demand the student to chal¬
lenge his or her moral values, so too can a
liberal arts education demand the question¬
ing of one’s spirituality. Students raised in
the tradition of either of the three largest
groups of religions represented on campus
may simply come to no longer believe in their
parents’ religion, a relative common college
(or pre-college) phenomenon.
At the same time, “People are more
spiritually hungry than they claim to be, and
are lookingfor a table to feed from,” Maloney
said.
Lately, the table from which more and
more students want to feed include great
Eastern religions such as Buddhism.
Maloney has reacted to this movement by
purchasing an image of Buddha and con¬
structing a Buddhist shrine on campus.
Maloney has also incorporated a host
of other weekly spiritual activities including
“Busy Life, Peaceful Center,” a weekly pro¬
gram designed to help students transcend
religious differences and deal with a broader
scope of spirituality through such mediums
as music and dance.
Later this month, Bates will be host¬
ing a multi-faith conference in which invited
scholars will answer the questions “Who’s
God?” and “Why God?”
The practicality and necessity of reli¬
gion in the lives of Bates students is a very
tangible dilemma that Reese has been ob¬
serving throughout the years, and Maloney
is working at assessing and, in turn, accom¬
modating students.

Greasy snacks or a double latte? You choose.
Does The Ronj pose a threat to Bates’ beloved Den?
By JENNIFER MERKSAMER
Staff Writer
It’s around midnight and already time
for that way-too-frequent study break. Stu¬
dents are now faced with a rather enjoyable
decision about how they wish to procrasti¬
nate. Questions have been raised by some
as to whether The Den and the new coffee¬
house The Ronj are competing or if they ac¬
tually provide two forms of entertainment...
er, rather, time-wasting opportunities.
On one hand, students can savor a
break from Commons with a wide variety of
favorite greasy foods, a salad bar and an as¬
sortment of new pastries. In fact Rosa Linn
’00 prefers The Den to The Ronj “because
there is more food and it (The Ronj) is too
far away.”
Furthermore, The Den’s long hours,
from the morning until midnight on week-

nights, and convenient location make it ac¬
cessible. However, The Ronj’s achieves the
goal of being a cool night spot, complete with
live entertainment and espresso drinks.
The coffeehouse is thought of as a
“change of pace everybody needs ... I feel
like I am not at Bates anymore,” according
to sophomore Shannon Hurst.
Not that The Den is lacking in atmo¬
sphere, of course. It does have that jukebox
which can play some Batesie classics one too
many times - how many times can you hear
“Satellite” played in a single day?
However, the recent additions of
karaoke nights (a real draw for some) free
pizza, and beer also add options to a week¬
end evening at The Den. Perhaps the cam¬
pus will discover whether the food and im¬
proved style of The Den or the orange, caf¬
feine- buzzed ambience of The Ronj will win
in popularity.

Is The Ronj going to make The Den obsolete?

Vk hope not.

Patrick Serengulian photo
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Lunch at Austin’s
Patrick Rivers on being the NKOTB, only cooler
By TINA IYER
Features Editor
Assistant Professor of Political Science
Patrick Rivers ate like a bird. A bird that
eats quickly, no doubt, but still a bird. We
had been sittingby the Androscoggin, in back
of Austin’s, enjoying a beautiful, warm, lateSeptember day, and he devoured his sand¬
wich in seconds. But it was only half a sand¬
wich, and as Rivers explained, it was “only a
small little chicken curry on pita.”
“I had a big breakfast,” he said.
Still, Rivers is not a small man. He is
not a particularly large man, either; I did not
expect him to be putting away pounds of
pesto pasta (the way I was), but still, I was
surprised by how meager his lunch was. He
spent far longer draining his Mandarin Or¬
ange Polar Seltzer.
The first part of our conversation had
taken place inside Austin’s as we waited for
our take-out orders (although Rivers aptly
noted once we had ordered our food “to take¬
out” that all of Austin’s meals are served on
paper plates anyway).
We had discussed the poor mainte¬
nance of the Jordan School Apartments,
where I had lived my sophomore year and
where Rivers had just moved out of. Rivers,
more assertive than myself, had left the land¬
lords with a list of complaints.
Rivers also talked about his recent
move to Portland, and what a relief it was to
now be living in a more urban area. But what
really excited him was out talk about South
Africa.
Spending two months in South Africa
this past summer, Rivers found himself truly
at home in and intensely fascinated by this
nation. He plans to return next summer for
further research. Although he could envision
himself permanently moving to South Africa,
he admitted that too much of his life and fam¬
ily is tied up in the United States to make
the move genuinely feasible..
Nonetheless, Rivers has no problem
with the idea of constant movement, and he
views this lack of need of job and geographic
security as “emblematic of the wider world.
People don’t need to be committed to just one
institution.”
After his finishing his sandwich, Riv¬
ers mentioned that at one point in his life he
had been a vegetarian. “I gave up meat for a
weird reason,” Rivers said in his soft-spoken
manner.
During his undergraduate days at
Rollins College in Florida (which boasts Mr.

ERRN
$750 - $1500/
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Rogers as an alumnus) Rivers had been a
relatively relaxed student, who apparently
got by without overextending himself.
It was only at graduate school at the
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
that Rivers realized he needed to discipline
himself. Giving up meat was a form of disci¬
pline, and so Rivers tried the way of the her¬
bivore. Eventually, he switched back to be¬
ing an omnivore.
At 28, Rivers is one of the youngest
professors on the Bates faculty. Although
perhaps he could regard his youth as a rea¬
son to be intimidated, Rivers views his posi¬
tion as new blood as a healthy one. “The fac¬
ulty here tends to reproduce itself,” Rivers
said, “they aren’t as wild and crazy as they
could be.”
As a new professor, Rivers can offer
the perspectives both of a younger adult and
of someone perhaps more in tune with the
most current trends in academia.
Rivers has only taught at Bates for one
full year, but he has already earned himself
the reputation of a devil’s advocate and in¬
stigator of heated class discussions. When
questioned about his method of leading dis¬
cussion, Rivers admitted that he’d recently
had a sort of “revelation” about his classroom
personality.
“I’m generally pretty shy. I think in
class there is something else that I use to
mask shyness and uneasiness,” he said. “I
can’t plan out a class, and God knows I can’t
plan out the responses.”
Fbr Rivers, the classroom situation has
to be wide open to any direction that discus¬
sion may go; Rivers himself follows no hardand-fast agenda. “I don’t think that there’s
anything needs to be done [during class],”
he said.
Talk in Rivers’s classes can become
fraught with tension, and from time to time
students find themselves feeling personally
attacked by some of the opinions expressed.
As many of these comments are directed at
the marginalized or people of color, I asked
Rivers if he ever took these sentiments per¬
sonally. But Rivers said he does not offend
easily.
“I’d rather have people saying it to
your face. If they think things but don’t say
them, that’s more frightening,” he said.
A Southerner by birth, Rivers noted
that the political climate at Bates seems
“very typically New England” because of its
silence when it comes to the discussion of
issues concerning socio-political issues.
Nonetheless, Rivers claimed that it is easy

SARAH JEANNE’S FAMILY
HAIR &TANNING LOCATED
AT 77 SABA7TUS ST.
TEL. # 795-6778

Raise all the money your
group needs by sponsoring a
UISR fundraiser on your
campus. No inuestment &
uery little time needed.
There’s no obligation, so uihy
not call for information
today?

WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME
ALL BATES STUDENTS
BACK WITH A WEEKLY
SPECIAL ON MON & TUES
9 A.M. TO 9.P.M.
WITH 25% OFF ALL
HAIR SERVICES &
PRODUCTS
COME TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF A GREAT DEAL
YOUR FRIENDS AT SARAH

to sense the underlying currents of feeling.
Rivers described it in this manner, “It’s
like being in [serial killer Jeffrey] Dahmer’s
house and seeing a bag in the corner of the
room, and smelling this smell, but you can’t
see anything.”
At a school that is as politically-correct as Rivers believes Bates is, he sees a
pattern. Tension builds, the social climate
becomes more uncomfortable, and then some
incident causes these tensions to explode.
Unfortunately, once the explosion has
passed, these tensions go underground
again.
“The RC. mentality, I wouldn’t say
dominates, but is definitely there,” Rivers
said. “But college isn’t supposed to be nice
and calm.”

Tim Iyer photo

For the college experience to reflect
the real world, “It’s important to engage dif¬
ferent ideas.”
Colleges need to be flexible, he said,
with “a vibrant faculty to keep up with new
students.”
In the so-called “real world”, people of
color are not actually a minority, and “People
aren’t getting the best education that a col¬
lege has to offer if the place isn’t diverse,”
said Rivers.

Austin’s Fine Wines and Foods
78 Main St. in Auburn
783-0312

Write for Features.
You know you want
to.

JEANNE’S

Meetings Sunday at 8 p.m.

Call 1-800-323-8454, e«t. 95

Good luck to
those who
are taking
the LSAT on
Saturday!

Assistant Professor of Political Science Patrick Rivers, not actually at Austin’s.
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You can’t say your ideas aren’t being represented in the
Bates Student if you’re not representing them, can you?
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Life at Bates after Bates? Alums say yes.
By TINA IYER
Features Editor

able to distinguish himself.
Starting work at Bates so soon after
graduation, Moran made an effort to not be
Four years is the average number of on campus all the time. In fact, Moran has
time that one is supposed to spend at Bates, seen a need to remove herself and her expe¬
or so they say. But the college can boast a riences from her admissions work. “Only
number of faculty, staff, and administration when its appropriate do I talk about my ex¬
who disagree.
periences at Bates,” Moran said, and she
Assistant Dean of Students Dan finds herself doing this less and less with
Ludden, a 1986 graduate, has been working time.
at Bates since November of 1993. A music
Vice President for Administrative Ser¬
major, Ludden first began his professional vices Bill Hiss ’66 had twelve years away from
duties at the college as the housing coordi¬ Bates before he started working for the col¬
nator until 1996, when he was promoted to lege. An English major who originally
his current position.
thought that he might go into acting profes¬
Ludden’s decision to pursue a differ¬ sionally, Hiss describes himself as the “clas¬
ent career path coincided with the time when sic liberal arts grad” who thought about pur¬
his partner decided to take at job at Cole suing everything career-wise.
Haan in Yarmouth. Ludden knew that he
After teaching at Hebron Academy for
wanted “to give something back to Bates.” five years, Hiss was hired as the Acting Dean
All other jobs seemed fruitless to him, and of Admissions and Financial Aid.
he knew that working at Bates would pro¬
Hiss experienced no discomfort at
vide him with a purposeful job.
working for Bates, because of the twelve
“I knew I wanted to work in academia, years that had passed since graduation.
it’s an environment that I feel comfortable
These Bates employees have wit¬
in,” said Ludden.
nessed many changes at Bates since their
A phone call to F. Celeste Branham, time at Bates.
dean of students, gave Ludden a window of
“The facilities are much improved
opportunity. The position of housing coordi¬ now,” Ludden mentioned. The Olin Arts Cen¬
nator was about to be vacated, and Ludden ter was just being completed when Ludden
was hired as the interim housing coordina¬ graduated, Carnegie had yet to be renovated,
tor. “They liked me and I liked them and the there was no ice arena.
rest is history,” Ludden said of the decision
Susan Murphy ’70, of integrated appli¬
to hire him as permanent staff.
cations in information services, and her hus¬
Ludden is not the only Bates graduate band James Murphy ’69, an assistant pro¬
who was hired almost as a matter of “good fessor of physical education, returned to their
timing.”
alma mater two-and-a-half years ago. Al¬
Katie Moran, assistant dean of admis¬ though removed from Bates for fifteen years,
sions, lifeguarded at the Bates pool her se¬ both the Murphy’s were actively involved in
nior year, and Dean of Admissions Wylie alumni activities and maintained their con¬
Mitchell swam there every day. A year after nections to Bates.
Moran graduated in 1993 with a degree in
Susan Murphy ’70 also mentions the
English, Mitchell called and offered her a job. physical changes of the campus, such as the
Having worked in Portland for a year building of Ladd Library, and the greater
and ready to leave her job, Moran accepted. availability of resources because of these
Moran’s colleague Reese Madden, also changes.
an assistant dean of admissions, has been
Bates has undergone more than
employed by Bates since October of 1996. A merely physical changes. “The curriculum
political science major, Madden lived in Bos¬ is much more diverse and interesting than
ton for a year following his graduation in when I was here,” explained Ludden. Since
1993 before moving out to Colorado. After his graduation, the curriculum has added
two years, Madden wanted to move back to African American Studies, American Cul¬
Maine and possibly work for L.L. Bean.
tural Studies, and Women’s Studies.
“I interviewed
“There are still
there (L.L. Bean),
many places to go [in
and then drove over
terms of curricula], but
to Bates just for
the valid effort is there,”
kicks.
Pedro
Ludden said.
(Gutierrez, former
There has also
assistant dean of ad¬
been a diversification in
missions) had just
the faculty; more
given his notice, and
women and people of
I got to meet everyone
color are employed by
Bill Hiss,
in the office,” said
Bates now than there
Vice President for
Madden, who was
were ten years ago. “It
Administrative Services
asked what he was
proves that the college
then doing for em¬
is attempting to be a
ployment.
player in the modern
Madden was temporarily hired as an world.”
admissions counselor and then permanently
The changes that Moran mentions are
hired last May.
“a much greater commitment to diversity,”
In the eleven years since he was a stu¬ as well as a far greater emphasis on Servicedent, and in the four that he has been em¬ Learning. “I think Bates needs to change
ployed by Bates, Ludden has seen plenty of with the times.”
changes take place at the college.
“Bates will always hopefully be chang¬
Sarah Potter, the bookstore director ing,” said Moran. But while Moran has seen
and contract officer for the Bates College a number of change since her time as a stu¬
Store, was a 1977 graduate of Bates. Potter dent, she notes that part of these change may
returned to work at Bates in 1979 after walk¬ simply be her own difference in perception
ing into the bookstore to buy a pad of paper as a staff member. As a student, Moran did
and being asked to fill the position that the not need to be as aware of resources and
textbook manager had just vacated. She has opportunities as she does now working in
been at Bates ever since.
admissions.
While Potter herself did not spend
“There is more debate now on cam¬
much time away from Bates before she be¬ pus about campus issues,” said Madden, “I
gan working for the college, Ludden is thank¬ never saw the discussions when I as a stu¬
ful for the time that he had away from Bates, dent here.” Although he acknowledges that
recognizing the possible difficulties that can such discussions must have taken place,
arise by going straight from being amongst Madden feels that they took place in more
isolated pockets.
peers to being responsible for peers.
A member of GLA (Gay-Lesbian Alli¬
Madden also views his three years be¬
tween graduation and being an employee as ance) as a student, Ludden feels that the cli¬
helpful. Had he began working at Bates im¬ mate at Bates for homosexuals is much more
mediately after graduated, Madden feels that open now. “The college is more supportive,
he may have had to confront the challenges too” said Ludden with respect to the college’s
of being considered a student and not being stated policies on sexual orientation.

“Bates is far less
parochial now than
it was in the
1960's. ”

The addition of the Multicultural Cen¬
ter has also added support to what is now
GLBA (Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual Alliance), and
Ludden believes that the organization has a
bigger presence on campus now, and there
is more of a community for gay, lesbian, and
bisexual students to belong to.
One of the most formative experiences
for Hiss was spending his junior year abroad
at the University of Glasgow in Scotland.
While the JYA program has always been cen¬
tral to Bates, Hiss notes that the sheer vol¬
ume of students going abroad has increased
over the years.
Hiss also mentioned that the bulk of
students during his time went to Great Brit¬
ain or Western Europe, and to spend a year
in Japan was considered adventurous. Now
students traverse the globe.
Perhaps the greatest progress that
Bates has made in its policy toward female
students.
In the 1960’s Bates was “across the
board an appallingly sexist school,” said
Hiss. Although Hiss comments that Bates
was in this sense no different from other com¬
parable colleges, it was still a shame. “Bates
is far less parochial now than it was in the
1960’s.”
“Bates in those days had an extremely
limited and sexist sports program,” said
Hiss, mentioning that there were no competi¬
tive sports for women at all.
A field hockey player during her time
at Bates, Murphy recalls the sexism in Bates
athletics. Women did not get physical edu¬
cation credit for playing a sport the way that
male athletes did, and Murphy said, “As I re¬
member, we weren’t allowed to travel. Other
teams had to come to us.”
Now, Murphy believes that “opportu¬
nities for women are just amazing.”
Some negative changes have taken
place at Bates as well. “There’s not a real
economic diversity anymore,” Ludden said.

However, he does not know if the narrower
economic range of students in past years is
the institution’s fault or the societal pressure
of college in general being more costly.
Ludden also noted that the social feel
of Bates is different now because of the rise
in drinking age, and the stricter alcohol
policy. When Ludden was a student, the
drinking age in Maine was 18, and so “alco¬
hol wasn’t a drivingforce in social life. There
wasn’t that hunt for alcohol on the week¬
ends,” said Ludden.
Potter mentioned that she doesn’t not
get the same “joy of knowingyour alma mater
from a distance.” She does not get to see
Bates grow from a distance and be surprised
by its changes.
Marc Glass, a staff writer for college
relations, is a 1988 graduate of the college.
Also an English major, Glass began working
full-time for Bates in April of 1997. Glass be¬
gan working at Bates for the practical rea¬
son of wanting to be able to share the com¬
mute to work with his wife Wendy, who is the
Associate Director in the Financial Aid Of¬
fice.
Furthermore, Glass said, “Profession¬
ally, in the type of work that I’m in, I have an
easier time doing public relations work for a
cause, an institution, that I believe in.”
Nonetheless, Glass shares some of
Potter’s sentiments about being “too close”
to Bates. Glass feels somewhat that the “the
luster has worn off on me.”
One aspect of Bates that Glass notices
more as an employee is the “collegiality of
the institution. The group effort is valued
more than the individual.”
While Glass appreciated this as a stu¬
dent, “It has taken a different manifestation
for me as an employee. Things are so egali¬
tarian that no one can stand out.”
Madden sees this lack of emphasis on
continued on Page 12
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Bitter Maine resident on the “plate debate”
One student’s vitriolic tirade against the lobster and the lighthouse vanity plates
5y SHAWN P. O’LEARY
Forum Editor
In recent years a myriad of Maine citi¬
zens, myself included, have taken part in a
rather dubious (and often heated) debate re¬
garding which small native creature should
grace our license plates.
Yes, the very license plates which
spend half of their lives encased in a tomb of
combination sand, mud and snow have man¬
aged to become one of Maine’s hot-button
issues.
Some may not
remember the days
prior to the now infa¬
mous lobster plate.
This Maine plate con¬
sisted of plain black
lettering simply stat¬
ing the owner’s regis¬
tration number, and
Maine’s
slogan:
“Vacationland.”
Unfortunately, the lob¬
ster plate was not an
advancement in the
evolution of Maine li¬
cense plates. Forget
the fact that the lobster
represents a small geographical area of the
state, as well as an over-emphasized and
touristy faction of our economy: the damn
thing looks like a boiled crayfish.
Not only is the pea brained, umpteen¬
legged little vermin a totally disgusting way

to portray the state, but it isn’t even alive as
it is portrayed.
The reasons for this may not be readily
apparent, but my suspicions lead me to be¬
lieve that it is due to the fact that most lob¬
ster fanatics don’t realize that a live lobster
is black (and sometimes navy blue). Hence,
should a live lobster be placed on a Maine
plate, most butter dunking, bibbed lobster
connoisseurs wouldn’t even recognize them.
A miniature lobster no more deserves
to represent Maine then an Aroostook
County potato or a clump of blueberries (both
large cash
crops, but not
as readily en¬
,
joyed
by
touristing
yuppies on a
pier in July).
F i nally, a plate
came to the
rescue ofall
frustrated

Unfortunately the
lobster
plate was not an
advancement in the
evolution of Maine
license plates.

Mainers
roaming

about in their
“crawdad
caravans”.
The magical loon plate, a shimmering
plate graced by the haunting loon, was of¬
fered as an escape from the lobster. The loon
is not only present on most every lake in
Maine, but is considered one of the defining
features of a wilderness excursion (for which

Maine provides ample opportunity to par¬
take of).
Moreover, the loon plate carries an
additional charge of fifteen dollars per year
which is used to fund conservation
effortsand improvements of handicapped
accessibility in all of Maine’s state parks,
historic sites, and Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife buildings.
In fact, the loon plates have been so
successful that surplus funds have been
used to improve state housing for active em¬
ployees (which in my case resulted in a
screened deck
and barbecue
pit).
Earlier
this year a col¬
lection of mis¬
guided junior
high students at¬
tempted to re¬
place the tradi¬
tional lobster
plate with an
equally ridicu¬
lous image for
the Maine li¬
cense plate: a
lighthouse.
I’m sorry, but in my twenty-one years
of residency within Maine I have come close
to only one lighthouse and have never ven¬
tured within one. Besides, its not as if a
lighthouse serves any practical use in the
interior portions of the state.

The magical loon plate,
a shimmering plate
graced by the haunting
loon,
was offered as an escape
from the lobster.

Vanity plates: A Maine thing?
Cheek these works of art out and decide for yourself - witty or a waste of $$$?

Amm

(Clockwise from top left) Frequently seen on campus, this license plate just screams Maine accent, Patrick
Sermgulianphoto-, Here’s a prime example of that “boiled crayfish," Michelle Wong photo; They said it, not us
....Michelle Wong photo-, okay, okay, it isn’t a Maine plate, but show a little respect for the passing of Jerry
Garcia, Patrick Sermgulian photo; no - these next two are NOT the same - notice the smiley faces that grace
one of them (the front and back plates of one car), Patrick Serengulianphoto; belonging to Kat or fond of cats?
Michelle Wong photo.

Why do vanity plates seem so much more popular in Maine than in
other states?
Speculation: These plates are cheaper in this state than they are
anywhere else.
Speculation: People in Maine are crazier in this state than they are
anywhere else.
Speculation: Something in the water.
Speculation: Distracts attention from the gun rack (just kidding.)
Speculation: Good clean fun.
Speculation: More bang for your buck (?)
[Defer to Shawn P. O’Leary.]

d

Thankfully the lighthouse plate was
thwarted by the emergence of yet another
avian plate. The chickadee plate, Maine’s
state bird (inhabits every corner of the state),
was selected as the plate to succeed the lob¬
ster.
A wise choice, I contend, in that the
chickadee spend its time foraging on berries,
seeds and small insects. The lobster, in keep¬
ing with its passive and lethargic lifestyle,
spends its time mulling about in the muck
on the bottom of the ocean searching for
whatever dead meat may lay strewn about
b
y
other
predat o r s
which
left the
unsa¬
vory
tidbits
for

such

lesser
crea¬
tures.
Now
the
battle for supremacy is left to the birds.
Truthfully, while I am partial to the loon, I
could care less as to which bird establishes
itself, just so long as the coastal catastrophes
are left to slowly fade from my faulty, albeit
bitter, memory.

Alumni employees
Continued from Page 11

individual success from his position as a re¬
cruiter for the college. “When you’re recruit¬
ing you want to tout successes, and some¬
times its difficult to find success docu¬
mented.”
While the general philosophy at Bates
is that no one individual should stand out,
according to Madden, “sometimes its o.k. to
be better than average.”
Both Glass and Madden feel that an
acknowledgement of individual success could
be of value to the college. “It could make a
lot of people feel really good about what came
before them and what they are a part of,”
said Madden.
However, the pillars of Bates, the “core
good values” have remained the same, ac¬
cording to Hiss. He lists the academic rigor
and the egalitarianism - the lack of fraterni¬
ties and sororities that Bates has always
prided itself on. Although Hiss admits the
imperfection of Bates’ egalitarianism, he ac¬
knowledges that it is less stuff, cliquey and
judgmental than other schools of its caliber.
Ludden also asserts that the basic is¬
sues of college life, such as academic pres¬
sure, are no different than they were ten or
so years ago. Furthermore, “the types of stu¬
dent hasn’t really changed much in terms of
what is important to them,” Ludden said.
Although in his current position, and
also as housing coordinator, Ludden deals
with students all of the time - often times with
students who have complaints, Ludden
knows that he cannot use his own Bates ex¬
perience “against” students. He holds back
from saying, “Believe me that it will be o.k. I
know.”
“One of the benefits that I have is that
I remember what it was like to be a student.
I like to think that I’m empathetic,” said Pot¬
ter. Keeping in mind her own expectations
as a student, Potter bases much of her sug¬
gestions for the bookstore on her own expe¬
rience.
Certainly these Bates grads and em¬
ployees are aware of their position “on the
other side of the fence.”
“I used to be completely afraid of the
deans, because they were the deans,” said
Ludden, “Now I’m one of them.”
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The Arts
Blues Traveler to play Lewiston
By ANDRIA WILLIAMS
Staff Writers
The small hamlet of Lewiston, Maine,
recently treated to the presence of the In¬
digo Girls and soon to host the Mighty
Mighty Bosstones, will be seeing some more
major music action this fall with the arrival
of the band Blues Traveler playing Novem¬
ber 1st at 7:30 p.m. at the Lewiston Civic
Center.
Blues Traveler rose steadily in popu¬
larity since its formation eleven years ago
by four high school classmates in Princeton,
New Jersey. John Popper, the harmonica¬
driving wonder, spent most of his childhood
in Connecticut, but moved to Princeton at the
age of 15. He formed a comedy duo with a
friend in which they performed an impres¬
sion of the Blues Brothers, with Popper as
Belushi and his friend playing harmonica like
Aykroyd. Popper was intrigued by the instru¬
ment and took it up, and from that time on
was known at his high school as “the har¬
monica guy.” Explained Popper in a recent
Guitar World interview: “I had been through
every instrument, startingwith the cello, and
including the guitar, but none of it lasted be¬
cause I hated practicing. Then I got a har¬
monica, and it didn’t feel like practicing, so I
played it all the time.”
Chan Kinchla, on guitar, played foot¬
ball and lacrosse at Princeton High School.
Enter London-born Brendan Hill, with the
ability to man drums and percussion, in 1983.

It was four years later that Brooklyn-born
bass player Bobby Sheehan joined up, and
the group as we know it was made.
After high school, the four members
moved to New York City together, where ev¬
eryone except for Kinchla studied at the New
School for
Social Research jazz studies program. They
played at local clubs, a step up from the kegparty gig days of high school. Only three
years after their high
school graduation, they
were signed by A&M
Records.
It’s been quite a
long, strange trip for
these four Jerry Garcia
disciples since that origi¬
nal signing. Their album
“Four” has sold seven
million copies, they began the now-mighty
H.O.R.D.E Festival, and their popularity con¬
tinues to rise every day.
Some controversy has surrounded the
band because of their support of marijuana
legalization. Recently, a coalition of New Jer¬
sey state officials and anti-activists worked
to end the H.O.R.D.E. Festival because the
band had participated in NORML’s
“Hempilation” benefit album. The coalition
accused the band of being on a “mission to
glorify drug use in a state park”. Said an
annoyed Popper in a recent interview:
“People were trying to stop the tour because
we contributed a song to a record! That’s

Arts in Maine
AT BATES

Tuesday, October 7

Friday, October 3

Noonday Concert
12:30 p.m. Olin Concert Hall

“The Ugly Ducklings” by Carolyn Gage
6 p.m. Gannett Theater
Admission $2
“Later Life” by A.R. Gurney
8 p.m. Black Box Theater
Admission $5, $3 for students
Michael Burris, Christian vocalist and
guitarist performs
8 p.m. Mays Center
Admission free
sponsored by the Bates Christian Fel¬
lowship

OLIN MUSEUM OF ART
786-6158
Alex Grey “Numinous Flesh”
through October 10
Lower Gallery: Collection Highlights
paintings, prints, drawings and sculpture
through October 10
IN MAINE
PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART
775-6148

Saturday, October 4
“The Ugly Ducklings” by Carolyn Gage
6 p.m. Gannett Theater
Admission $2
“Later Life” by A.R. Gurney
8 p.m. Black Box Theater
Admission $5, $3 for students
CHC Small Concert series presents
“Mistle Thrush”
doors open at 8:30 p.m. Mays Center
Admission $3

Seurat to Severini: Masterworks on Paper
from the Robert and Maurine Rothchild Fam¬
ily Collection
through October 5
Andrew Wyeth at 80: A Celebration
through October 13
BOWDOIN COLLEGE MUSEUM OF ART
725-3275
Portraits from the Permanent Collection
Bowdoin Gallery
ongoing exhibition

Sunday, October 5
“The Ugly Ducklings” by Carolyn Gage
2 p.m. Gannett Theater
Admission $2
“Later Life” by A.R. Gurney
2 p.m. Black Box Theater
Admission $5, $3 for students

Africa: Visions and Re-Visions
through October 19
Dans la Zibeline du Zob: An Installation by
Michele Blondel
through December 7
Divine Love and Martyrs’ Death: Renais¬
sance and Baroque Images of Saints
through December 7

ludicrous. It’s strictly a matter of freedom of
speech, and it’s great that we won our court
case.”
Added Sheehan: “There’s a stigma at¬
tached to doing something like ‘Hempilation’
that shouldn’t be attached. We don’t neces¬
sarily want to stand on a platform and tell
people to smoke pot...But we believe in what
NORML’s doing, and we believe in freedom
of choice.” He compares the situation to
women’s
suffrage:
“Eighty years ago
women weren’t allowed
to vote, and now they
can. There’s a reason
why people lobby to get
things changed.”
While
Blues
Traveler is not touring
with H.O.R.D.E. this
year, they are the founders of the tour and
continue to own the event, and will play three
shows. The brainchild came into existence
due to the fact that the band was playing con¬
sistently with others like the Dave Matthews
Band, Phish, and Widespread Panic. Rea¬
soned Popper: “I just figured that by joining
together we would all be able to go get out of
the clubs and theaters and play some big
places.” The idea worked: the festival has
now had such participants as the Black
Crowes, Melissa Etheridge, and the Allman
Brothers. Neil Young is headlining the tour
this year.
With the massive success of their al¬

bums and their tour, one might expect that
the band could get a bit cocky. But they are
trying their best to keep everything in per¬
spective. The band members say that they
have learned a lot from watching what hap¬
pened to their fellow musicians and friends
The Spin Doctors, who exploded into success
in 1992 but also crashed shortly thereafter.
Kinchla describes the scenario: “They were
our first friends to have real success, and it
was difficult to watch how it changed them.
At heart, they were still the same guys we
knew, but they kind of lost their footing and
took it all a little more to heart than you
should, ‘cause it’s all just a game.”
Concurs Popper: “I can say with cer¬
tainty that if our first record had exploded
the way theirs did, we wouldn’t have lasted
as long as they did. When you are 19 or 20
and everyone is talking about how magnifi¬
cent you are and you see it in tangible record
sales and great big checks...it would be very
hard for anyone to keep any perspective.
What happened to them was a real tragic
thing.”
So what does Blues Traveler make of
its success? Sheehan has a fable that ex¬
plains his philosophy: “It’s a little bit like
‘Dewey and the Snorster.’ Dewey’s from a
family of giants, but he’s like this underde¬
veloped giant who never grew. Then one day,
when this terrible dragon was attacking his
town, he suddenly grew and attacked the gi¬
ant Snorster! And it didn’t happen for any
other reason except that it was time.”

George Clinton releases
double disc
By JON SCHULTZ
Staff Writer
The Mothership is running out of
gas. George Clinton, founder of ParhamentFunkadelic, has lost the respect of die-hard
funkateers by releasing Live and Kickin last
week.
This collection of songs, 14 live
tracks and 4 studio cuts, consists of mate¬
rial originally recorded by ParliamentFunkadelic, George Clinton solo 80s songs,
and new material by Clinton in collaboration
with the P-Funk All-Stars band.
The music overall is not the disap¬
pointment. In fact, it’s greasy, stanky and
dirty-everything that makes funky funky.
Unfortunately, most of the live tracks have
already been released on other compilations,
primarily Funkadelic ‘s four disc Greatest
Hits set. Funkaholics are tired of Clinton re¬
cycling songs strictly for money. Remember
last year’s Greatest Funkin ‘ Hits? Almost
every song can be found on other albums. We
want something new to bump and George
can’t seem to give it to us.
For those not yet knee deep in the
funk, this two disc set is nearly perfect. It
has the hits, the obscure classics, as well as
unreleased jams. Clinton and the P-Funk AllStars take “Atomic Dog”, “Flashlight” and
“Give Up The Funk (Tear the Roof Off)” and
turned them inside out, even making it re¬
freshing to listen to these played-out songs.
Highlights from the first disc in¬
clude a souped-up “Cosmic Slop”. Heavy gui¬
tars and a faster tempo make this song, origi¬

nally a slow dark jam with beautiful lyrics,
one for the dance floor. Another is “Standing
On The Verge”. Woven throughout this
slammin’ Funkadelic track are many of the
call-and-respond chants that Parliament was
famous for, including “Take Your Dead Ass
Home” and “Shit! Goddam! Get Off Your Ass
and Jam!”. Other songs on disc one are a 24
minute “Funkentelechy”, “Let’s Take It To
The Stage”, an amazing “Funk Gettin’ Ready
To
Roll” and a disappointingly weak “Bop Gun”.
The second disc is tight. “Maggot
Brain” starts things off. One of Funkadelic
‘s early classics, this live version includes a
raging guitar solo almost as good to the
earhole as the original. Parliament’s most
famous song “Make My Funk The P-Funk” is
next. This 12 minute version starts off with
a tribute to Funkadelic ‘s original guitarist
Eddie Hazel, who has been rightfully com¬
pared to Jimi Hendrix (check out Hazel’s solo
album “Jams From The Heart”). Spacy or¬
gan riffs and a gritty bass line keep this one
from getting old.
Of the 4 studio tracks on disc two,
“Pepe The Pill Popper” is the best, a comical
story about a junkie hooked on “puppy up¬
pers and doggy downers”. Other notable
songs on the disc are “Aquaboogie”, “State
of The Nation” and “Let’s Get SatisfiedlDope
Dogs”.
I would recommend this for those
who want to learn more about funk and to
those who just want to shake their booty. If
you’ve been down with the P for a while and
know what they are about, save your money.
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Hopkins and Baldwin Robinson Players
contemplate
lost
teeter on “The Edge”
love and life

By MARK GRIFFIN
Staff Writer

Now don’t go thinking this is yet an¬
other multiplex knock off of the latest John
Grisham bestseller. Uh-uh. Despite the ge¬
neric title, there isn’t a Matrix maned defense
attorney in sight; leads Anthony Hopkins and
Alec Baldwin never once appear in judge’s
chambers and the screenplay is a taut, sus¬
penseful original by Pulitzer Prize-winning
playwright David Mamet, no less.
“The Edge” begins with a classic movie
premise - Eccentric billionaire Charles Morse
(Hopkins), his super model wife (Elle
MacPherson) and a smarmy high fashion
photographer (Baldwin—who’s intent on
developing more than just magazine covers
with the Mrs.)—congregate in a remote re¬
gion of the Alaskan wilderness for a splashy,
stage managed photo shoot.
In an attempt to squire some local
color for his snaps, Baldwin’s character sug¬
gests chartering a plane and scouring the
area in search of a certified native. Hopkins
agrees to go along - for what turns out to be
the ride of his life.
A freak accident strands our urban
dwellers precisely in the middle of nowhere.
Suddenly they’re fighting to stay alive while
being forced to confront the more primitive,
button down aspects of themselves. Sans
Armani, the billionaire and the big shot test
their mettle in a world where the hostile cor¬
porate take over of the week has been trans¬
formed into a ferocious, man eating, Kodiak
bear.

Solid performances from Anthony
and Alec aside, the real star here is Mamet’s
carefully constructed, air tight screenplay
which is all breathless action-adventure on
the surface. The cumulative effect is not un¬
like the sense of sweat drenched relief one
feels after having survived Space Mountain.
Mamet is a master at pitting char¬
acters against one another who represent
opposite points of view - different answers
to the same question. In “Oleanna,” male
professor and female student speak, respec¬
tively, for flawed humanity and unyielding
political correctness.
In “The Edge”, Mamet’s topic is
survival. Hopkins is rich not only with capi¬
tal gains but with self taught knowledge. Up
against the great outdoors, the minutia of
Morse’s encyclopedic intelligence should be
so much useless baggage but Mamet continu¬
ally reminds us that knowledge is power.
Whatever you learn in life is yours.
Adulterous, conniving Baldwin, on
the other hand, is prepared to take whatever
he wants - photographs, other mens’ wives,
human life. Such a street smart opportunist
would appear to be well equipped to survive
a few days in the woods but then again, he’s
only siezed from others and has never found
anything for himself.
Richly layered and ripe with meta¬
phor, “The Edge” is a real find. A thinking
man’s theme park ride with David Mamet’s
well chosen words and indelible images re¬
surfacing in your mind long after you’ve left
the parking lot.

Theater at Bates will stage A.R.
Gurney’s “Later Life” at 8 p.m. tonight in the
Black Box Theater. Jonathan Adler ’00 is di¬
recting the Robinson Players production
about growing and loving and whether in
later life we are simply exaggerations and
extensions of our earlier selves. The play also
will be performed at 8 p.m. on Oct. 4, 2 p.m.
on Oct. 5, 8 p.m. on Oct. 10 and 11 and 2 p.m.
on Oct. 12.
The play focuses on Austin, who
has spent his entire life convinced that some¬
thing terrible is bound to happen to him. One
night, while at a party overlooking Boston
Harbor, he rekindles a romance begun 30
years ago with Ruth, a multiple divorcee

whose personal life is in such turmoil that
their mutual friends consider Austin as
Ruth’s last shot at normalcy. These same
friends hope the wildly unpredictable Ruth
will shake Austin from years of depression
and lifelessness. Comically, and sometimes
painfully, Austin and Ruth rediscover each
other and themselves while a bevy of other
high- spirited guests rally behind them and
emphasize the infinite possibilities life holds.
“Seldom can a sad story have
been told with more fun and humor than is
in A.R. Gurney’s ‘Later Life,”’ said “The New
Yorker”. Ethan Craig ’98 has the role of Aus¬
tin, and Milena Zuccotti ’99 plays Ruth. The
male and female guests are played by Chris

The Robinson Players performing A. R. Gurney’s play “Later Life” this weekend in Black Box Theater
College Relations

First Amendment

“Mistle Thrush”, a Boston-based band, will perform Saturday night in the Mays Center. Brought to you by the Chase Hall
Committee Small Concert Series

Submit a classified ad to the
Bates Student.

$2 cash buys you 40
words.
Ads must be received by noon on Wednesdays.
No personals, please.

“Congress shall make no
law respecting an
establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or
the right of the people
peaceably to assemble,
and to petition the
Government for a redress
of grievances. 55
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The Bates Student is now accepting applications for
an Assistant Online Editor. Applicants must know
html and the rest is negotiable.
We’ll train you.
Salary is $25 per issue. Gain journalism experience
(your pathway to a career in the hot field
of online media).
Other perks include free pizza on layout night and
camaraderie with newspaper staff.
To apply, call Rob, online editor, at 795-7432, or
e-mail him at rpelkey

PIZZA HUT BATES COLLEGE SPECIAL
1 TOPPING PIZZA
MEDIUM PIZZA

1 for $7.50 or
2 for $13.50
LARGE PIZZA

1 for $9.00 or
2 for $17.00

777-7111
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Sports
Bobcat soccer: armed and dangerous
New crop of offensive stars comes to the forefront
on both men’s and women’s teams
By CAM DONALDSON
Staff Writer
With another Parents’ Weekend come
and gone and another Bates football team
joyfully inaugurated and then promptly given
the heave-ho, it is clear that this school needs
to find a new sport to rally around.
The soccer teams certainly did not
embarrass themselves in front of the paren¬
tal throng. The men were able to surmount
Tufts’ significant offensive weaponry for the
first time since 1986, holding them to a 3-1
score. The women succumbed to the Jumbos,
who were ranked #3 in New England, by a
margin of 2-0 before redeeming themselves
with a 3-1 win against Babson on Sunday. If
you were there, you undoubtedly noticed
Kate O’Malley ’00 and Colleen McCrave ’99,
who connected for the third time this year in
a perfectly-executed 2-on-l break for the win¬
ning goal. In the men’s game, you couldn’t
help but notice the play of first-year sensa¬
tion Lakota Denton, who took line-mate Andy
Apstein ’00 to dinner and dessert in the Tufts
crease.
O’Malley, McCrave and Denton are a
few of the new vanguard of athletic superstars at Bates, and they should be all it takes
to convert the better
part of Bobcat fandom
to the soccer fields.
Earlier this sea¬
son, the tandem of
McCrave and O’Malley
singlehandedly vaulted
Bates over #9-ranked
Wellesley by connecting
on the game’s lone goal.
In the home opener
against
Trinity,
O’Malley posted a goal
and an assist in the first
hah, while her counter¬
part evened out the scoring with two goals
in the second half. The duo’s efforts did not
go unnoticed by the powers above, as
McCrave and O’Malley were duly named
NESCAC Co-players of the Week.
“After playing together for a year, they
really know each other’s style,” said Laura
Stern ’98, “They play off of each other so
well.”
McCrave specializes in getting her
centerman the ball and controlling the offen¬
sive tempo. Wheeling around in the attack¬
ing zone, she uses quick feet and a cerebral
playmaking ability to confound opponents.

She has tallied three goals and three assists
this season, with most of her points coming
in joint efforts with O’Malley, who has also
put up some very agreeable numbers this
year (5 goals, 2 assists). O’Malley fills the role
of The Terminator, fearlessly driving to the
net and finishing everything in sight. She is
always willing to sacrifice herself for the big
play, and she is at the top of her game in mid¬
air, which is where she scores most of her
goals from. Both O’Malley and McCrave have
already cracked the top ten in Bates all-time
scoring.
“They are very talented offensively, but
they’re not just goal scorers,” said Coach Jim
Murphy. “Everybody on the team looks up to
them. They are both very personable, ath¬
letically capable, hard-working individuals.”
And what do McCrave and O’Malley
have to say about all this hullabaloo?
“I just want to have a lot of fun and do
everything possible to help the team,” said
O’Malley, before changingthe subject to heap
praise on her linemate. “[McCrave] is a re¬
ally great player. She has really stepped up
as a threat on offense.”
“[O’Malley] is the person most likely
to score out there,” affirmed McCrave. “I just
try to give her the ball and she usually
scores.”
The team’s run
to improve on last
year’s
NCAA
quarterfinal finish con¬
tinues on Saturday at
Williams. On Thursday,
you will get a chance to
see McCrave and
O’Malley lead their
’Cats into battle against
Gordon College (4:00
game time). The re¬
mainder of the season
should be an excellent
learning experience for Bates.
“No one expected us to be 4-3 at this
point,” said Murphy. “We have played well
enough to be 6-1. We’re capable of winning
every single game on our schedule, but there
are four or five of them that we could lose.”
On the men’s team, they have found a
very rare commodity in first-year phenom
Lakota Denton. Just think of him as the
Nomar Garciaparra of Bates soccer. This is
the kid who scored a first-half hat trick
against Husson using only his cranium. He
hails from Bernardston, Massachusetts,
where he racked up some impressive creden¬

Both Kate
O’Malley ’00 and
Colleen McCrave
’99 have cracked
the top ten in
Bates all-time
scoring.

A Bobcat defender goes after the ball in the men’s soccer team’s 3-2 overtime defeat of Plymouth State on Back to Bates
weekend.
Megan Shelly photo

tials (58 goals, 21 assists) in 60 career games
The pressure will be on Denton’s tran¬
for Pioneer Valley Regional High School. This sitional scoring game this Saturday, when the
season, playing on a line with experienced #4 (Williams) and #5 (Bates) teams in New
go-getters Eric Trickett ’99 and Andy Apstein England throw down at Williams during Wil¬
’00, he has scored six goals to go along with liams’ Parents Weekend. Bates has already
three helpers. As an attacking center sent two top-ten ranked teams packing this
midfielder, a position Coach George Purgavie season and nobody needs to remind Williams
about how things
likes to call “the slot,”
turned out last year
Denton is the critical
when the Ephs came to
pivot point for the shift
town.
of defense into offense.
“We are really
“My job is to ba¬
focused on Williams
sically start the transi¬
right now,” said Denton.
tion from defense to an
“If we beat them, it will
attacking mode,” ex¬
be a huge win for the
plained Denton. “I try to
program- not just the
distribute to [Apstein
team.”
and Trickett] as well as
If the ’Cats man¬
put some goals in my¬
age to supersede Will¬
self.”
iams in the rankings, it
Denton has al¬
Chad LaFauci ’99
would not be a stretch
ready shown that he
to imagine them giving
can score goals with the
best of NESCAC, but he can also generate the boot to #2-ranked Wheaton on Saturday
plays from the midfield by making judicious at Leahey Field (1:00 game time). First, how¬
passes to his forwards. He is the guy you ever, they will have to hold their own against
want to have in the middle of the field, lead¬ Gordon on Thursday (4:00 start). It promises
ing his forwards with pinpoint passes and to be a defining week for the Bobcats and
coordinating the attack in the offensive zone. Lakota Denton, who will match his skills with
He may be just a first-year, but he’s the one the creme de la creme of New England for
the first time.
turning the key to ignite Bates’ offense.
“[Denton] is an explosive player,” said
“He is a playmaker,” said Purgavie.
“He’s good at distributing to other players Chad LaFauci ’99. “He is one of the reasons
and making dangerous passes. But he’s also that people are starting to get scared of us.
a very good finisher. He can put the ball in We’re looking good. We’re looking powerful.”
the back of the net.”

“[First-year
Lakota Denton] is
one of the reasons
people are
starting to get
scared of us. ”

Men’s Cross Country raves far bowl offish

Only

Okay, not exactly - but they do run well at the prestigious Codfish Bowl meet
By EVAN JARASHOW
Staff Writer
The cross-country team finally dis¬
played the ability that it possesses. Last
weekend at the Codfish Bowl in Boston, Bates
placed second in a field of 18 very talented
teams. Everything seemed to come together
as 11 runners ran personal bests for the five
mile course.
Co-Captain Justin Freeman ’98 placed
second overall with a time of 24:45. He aver¬
aged 4:57 per mile over the five miles; a very
impressive race. Although he was edged out
for first by Robert Mitchell of Amherst Col¬
lege, he pushed himself to a career best time.
The most impressive thing about the

Codfish Bowl was how the rest of the team
closed in on Freeman, making the team that
much stronger. Mike Danahy ’00 placed sec¬
ond for the Bobcats with a time of 25:40, an¬
other personal best. Matt Twiest ’00 contin¬
ued his assault with a time of 25:56. Brendan
Hahesy ’00 and John McGrath ’00 completed
the Bobcat scoring with running times of
26:05 and 26:20 respectively; both lifetime
bests. The 1-5 gap was only 1:35, much closer
to the goal set by head coach A Fereshetian.
Needless to say, this was the most im¬
pressive team effort of the season. Other
runners who turned in personal bests were
Michael Crocker ’98, co-captain John
Cullinan ’99, Steve Dutton ’00, Adam Kessler
’00, Scott Balicki ’01, Steve Mague ’01, and

Chris Somma ’01.
“We really stepped it up last week
against good Division II and III competition.
We topped last year’s second place finish and
that has given us a boost going into the cham¬
pionship portion of the season,” said coach
Fereshetian of the impressive performance.
The team is preparing this week for
the important State of Maine Championships
on Oct. 11 at the challenging Springbrook
Golf Course in Leeds, Maine. Bates will go
into the meet as favorites but that does not
mean that league rivals will roll over. Coach
Fereshetian has the team on a hard series of
hill workouts to prepare for the meet and,
judging by the impressive results so far,
Bates should have a good showing.

22
more days
until the
Bowdoin
game!
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Bates athletics:
Where are the fans?
■ A significant portion of the student body works hard
every week on Bates’ sports teams. So why do most fans
only turn out for the football team, who have lost 48 of
their last 49 games? A former Bobcat offensive lineman
and a first-year athlete give their respective insights.

One senior’s view
By ROB CURTIS
Staff Writer
“Those of us who can not play, can
at least show those who can that we have
an interest in their work and are ready
to applaud when they make a good play
and to encourage when they fail. If the
student body does its part, the team will
do its. The result will then take care of
itself.”
You may think that this quote sounds
like it came from a recent discussion I had
over a chicken dinner in Commons, however
this is right out of an article from our own
Bates Student. I wouldn’t expect any of you
to have noticed the article from which the
quote originated because it was published in
September of 1901. The point is I am not the
first to pick up the pfin and try to persuade
the Bates student body to engage themselves
in cheering for our institution’s representa¬
tives on the athletic field.
As any of the regulars know, atten¬
dance at most sporting events is usually quite
sparse. Obviously we are not a Michigan or
a Notre Dame and are not going to draw an
overwhelming crowd to see a Bates athletic
event. However, what we happen to be is a
“community” where the athletes on the field
are most likely people with whom you share
a plate of chicken in commons. When times
are tough, a friendly shout from the sidelines
may be all that is needed to pick a team up
or give an athlete the incentive to play that
much harder to win.
The apathetic attitudes which most
Batesies have towards attending Bates sport¬
ing events need to be addressed. (As much
as I would love to open up this debate to ar¬
eas of relevant importance such as atten¬
dance of the Theater shows and musical con¬
certs, this is the sports section, and they only
give me so much space.) Any one who has
gone to this school for even a short time has
been introduced to the woes of the Bobcat
Football team. Yet, does a majority of the
garnet population go to support those indi¬

viduals who each week after hours of gruel¬
ing practice show up to defend the pride of
the school on Saturdays in the fall? If you
can’t answer that question you are not alone
because quite a few people on this campus
never go. Ask yourself where’s the field
hockey field? Did you know that Bates has a
golf team?
Most of the people on this campus are
eager for Bates to have the highest possible
standing, but fail to share in helping to
achieve this goal. They only spread the word
of the final score- good or bad. The fact is
that they didn’t see the emotion and hard
work which went into the score no matter
the tally. Some of us seem so wound up in
our busy schedules that we feel inclined to
neglect the work which others have poured
so much into. I ask you “how hard is it to go
support a friend, a fellow Batesie, for five
minutes?” After all, they are there represent¬
ing you. Not to mention that they have in¬
vested a substantial amount of their personal
time to be there. Time which everyone at
this school knows is hard to come by.
You can make a difference. One
person’s voice in the crowd can be heard. As
a former college athlete I can attest to the
importance of having a crowd for support;
fans make an individual strive further when
there is something or someone to strive for.
In 1988-89 the NCAA Basketball Press Kit
rated Alumni Gym as one of the toughest
gyms in the nation for opponents to play in.
The reason for this is not the physical dimen¬
sions of the gym itself but the fans! Back then
the gym was so overloaded that they had to
move the crowd back off the floor so the other
team could inbound the ball! I ask you... what
happened to those days? Why should it be
any different now? The teams may not be as
competitive but those are still our friends out
there. They eat chicken just like you and I
and they deserve praise for their hard work
and determination. Where better to give that
praise than on the sidelines.
FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT....FIGHT
ON FOR BATES!

The stands were packed last weekend at Gareelon Field for the football squad’s loss to Tufts. Will they be packed again

Patrick Serengulian photo

come lacrosse season?

A first-year’s perspective
By EVAN JARASHOW
Staff Writer
Athletics are a part of almost all of our
lives, whether we admit it or not. If we like
sports then we either play them, or we be¬
come fans; if we do not enjoy them then we
denounce their cultural impact and signifi¬
cance. Either way, the sports world influ¬
ences every one of us, and is part of all of
our identities.
Most of us have grown up with some
type of athletic influence, either direct or in¬
direct. For example, I became involved in
sports not because I had an instinctual pro¬
clivity for it, but rather because I was urged
by my family to participate and try. That is
the operative word here: try.
I have only been on campus for a few
weeks now, but one of the things that has
impressed me is everyone’s willingness to try
to participate. I realize that not everyone is
a born athlete, but I feel that everyone has
made some athletic effort by either support¬
ing a team by attending a game or trying
some new. athletic activity that they have
never done before.
The willingness to experiment is part
of what defines a college experience and, to
that extent, Bates does a fantastic job. There
is a wealth of clubs and activities that pro¬
vide a student with almost anything they
could want. That is not to say that the col¬
lege is perfect, but just that we do very well.
Think about it, both soccer teams are
ranked highly in New England, the field
hockey and volleyball teams are more than
competitive, the tennis teams are quite re¬
spectable, and the cross country teams (of
which I am conveniently a member, the men’s

side that is) are fantastic. All of these sports
draw fans to the games (well, all except my
sport), but none draw as many as Football.
Why is it that our most popular team has not
produced a winning season in quite a long
time? Better yet, why do so many of us still
venture out to Gareelon Field every time
there is a home game?
I know I have only been here for a short
while, but I think I can muster a response to
my overtly rhetorical question. I think it
comes down to two things. Since we all have
grown up with some athletic consciousness,
football is not that hard to comprehend. Sec¬
ond, and most important, is the reason why
most of us came to Bates in the first place:
support. It’s nice to get involved in some way
and if lending support to a team that needs
it is one way to make ourselves useful, then
most of us will jump at the opportunity.
Of course we still joke about the fact
that we never win a game, but it is a safe bet
that, if we do win, students will be there to
celebrate the victory. Football is a part of
American culture in the same way that soc¬
cer is important to Europe’s. We might not
get quite as fanatical as they do, and I have
never heard of people getting trampled to
death due to the outcome of a field goal, but
I have heard stories about the aftermath of
our win over Bowdoin, and I have only one
thing to say about that: Yeah Bates!
In any event, although I wish we had a
better football team so we wouldn’t be the
brunt of so many jokes, and I wish more
people came out to cross-country meets (I’m
tryingto minimize my bitterness), Bates does
pretty well on the athletic side of things. The
competition is great, and the fans are good
too.

Interim sports editor Rob Pelkey bids
adieu to the Student sports pages after
this week, so that he can stress out
over his thesis and the Student's online
edition instead.
(Speaking of which, we need an
assistant online editor... call x7432 or
e-mail rpelkey for info.)
Watch for the debut of a new sports
editor in next week's Student.

Reid's Cigar Shop
86 Court Street Auburn, Maine
777-3579

Featuring over 4,000 cigars in a full walk-in humidor
Selection includes: Arturo Fuente, H. Upmann, Macanudo, and Partagas
10% discount with college I.D.
Open M-F 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sun. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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Men’s Soccer

NESCAC
Standings
Teams are listed in alphabetical order.
NESCAC is not a playing conference and does
not maintain standings. Standings are cur¬
rent as of Monday, September 29.

Field Hockey
School
Amherst
Bates
Bowdoin
Colby
Connecticut Coll.
Hamilton
Middlebury
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams

W
6
3
4
3
2
0
4
4
2
4
3

L
0
2
2
2
2
6
0
0
3
1
2

Pet
1.000
.600
.667
.600
.500
.000
1.000
1.000
.400
.800
.600

Streak
Won 6
Won 2
Lost 1
Lost 1
Won 1
Lost 6
Won 4
Won 4
Lost 1
Lost 1
Lost 1

W
2
0
0
0
0
2
1
1
2
2

L
0
2
2
2
2
0
1
1
0
0

Pet
1.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
1.000
.500
.500
1.000
1.000

Streak
Won 2
Lost 2
Lost 2
Lost 2
Lost 2
Won 2
Lost 1
Won 1
Won 2
Won 2

Football
School
Amherst
Bates
Bowdoin
Colby
Hamilton
Middlebury
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams

Write for Sports, dammit.

School
Amherst
Bates
Bowdoin
Colby
Connecticut Coll.
Hamilton
Middlebury
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams

W
4
4
3
2
3
2
3
2
4
2
3

L
0
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

T
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

Pet Streak
.900 Won 1
.800 Won 3
.600 Lost 2
.500 Lost 2
.700 Won 2
.625 Won 2
.750 Won 2
.625 Lost 1
.800 Lost 1
.500 Lost 1
.750 Won 1

Wednesday, Oct. 8, 7:00 PM

Help the team attempt to break their home attendance record at
their ONLY dual match in Alumni Gym this season!

Women’s Soccer
School
Amherst
Bates
Bowdoin
Colby
Connecticut Coll.
Hamilton
Middlebury
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams

W
5
4
4
3
4
1
2
1
5
3
2

Door prizes!
L
1
3
1
2
2
3
2
4
1
2
1

T
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

Pet Streak
.833 Won 4
.571 Won 1
.800 Lost 1
.600 Lost 1
.667 Won 2
.300 Lost 2
.500 Won 1
.200 Lost 3
.883 Lost 1
.600 Lost 1
.667 Won 2

Giveaways!
The Bobcat mascot!
A live DJ during time outs!
A chance to win FREE PIZZA
in the Pizza Hut Serving Challenge!

Women’s Volleyball
School
Amherst
Bates
Bowdoin
Colby
Connecticut Coll.
Hamilton
Middlebury
Trinity
Tufts
Wesleyan
Williams

W
10
6
4
8
4
5
10
6
7
3
7

L
4
9
5

8
7
4

1
1
7
5
1

Due to renovations in the Alumni Gym, the Bobcats have been
forced to play away from their home court ali season. Now,
they've returned with a vengeance for one last match. Come
help make it a special night for our hard-working volleyball squad,
and watch them defeat the White Mules for die second time this
season!

Pet Streak
.714 Won 1
.400 Won 1
.444 Won 2
.500 Lost 1
.364 Lost 1
.556 Won 3
.909 Won 7
.857 Won 5
.500 Lost 1
.375 Won 1
.875 Won 1
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Also, the team will host a 15-team tournament Friday and Satur¬
day in Gray Cage. Stop by and check out the action!

Save another

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.

$50
cash back*
Color StyleWriter* 2500
NOW $201** BEFORE REBATE

$300
cash back*
Power Macintosh* 6500/275
Creative Studio
32/4GB/12XCD/33.6 Modem/Mjltiple Scan 15AV/L2
Zip DriveMdeo IrVNTSC Oul/TV Tuner/Avi<iKbd
NOW $3,348** BEFORE REBATE

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?

$200
PowerBook* 1400CS/133
16/1GB/8XCD/L2/11.3” DSTN display
NOW $2,151** BEFORE REBATE

cash back*

Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.
Because in addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than
you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students
are eligible for special cash rebates.
•This is a limited time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus
reseller today for complete details.

Bates College Information Services
110 Russell Street
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-noon & 1:30-4:30
Phone: 6376 • Fax: 6057

Power Macintosh* 5400/200

e-mail: Computer_Sales@Bates.edu

32/i.6GB/i2XCD/Built-in display/Ethernet/Kbd
Now $1,727** BEFORE REBATE

••Offer expires October 10,1997. O1997 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple loeo, Mac, Macintosh, Poweritook, Power Macintosh and StyleWriter are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc OneScanner and QuickTake are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc Apple mail-ln
rebate offer valid from July 12,1997 through October 10,1997, while supplies last and subject to availability. Void where prohibited by law. See participating reseller for further rules and details. All Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible to Individuals with disability. To leam more (U.S.
only), cad 800-600-7808 or TTY 800-755-0601.
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Scoreboard
Bates 3, Gordon 2 (Thurs., Oct. 2)

Football
Tufts 24, Bates 0 (Sat., Sept. 27)
Tufts quarterback Dan Morse topped 250
yards of total offense for the second straight
game as the Tufts University Jumbos (1-1)
downed the Bates College Bobcats (0-2), 240. Morse had 101 yards rushing on 17 car¬
ries, including a pair of touchdowns. He was
14 for 24 passing for 181 yards, including a
15-yard touchdown pass to junior tight end
Jon Wilson late in the third quarter to close
out the scoring. Fbr the Bobcats, sophomore
wide receiver Jason Coulie had a careerhigh eight receptions for 59 yards.

1st.

streak to three today by defeating Gordon

Bates: McCrave (Kate O’Malley), 57:32 2nd.

College on the road. Bates took a lead 20
minutes into the first half on a goal from
first-year forward Sarah McGrath who con¬
verted a pass across the top of the circle
from sophomore Molly McMahon. The Scots
tied the game in the last seven minutes of
the half. Junior Rosie Lenehan converted
a corner from classmate Amanda Schall
early in the second half to put the Bobcats
up 2-1. Gordon again tied the game, deflect¬
ing a shot off a Bates defender seven min¬
utes later. First-year forward Carlin Aloe,
the team's leading scorer, notched the

Tufts (1-1) . 7

3

14

0

24

Bates (0-2). 0

0

0

0

0

game-winning goal with just over 10 min¬
utes left in the game with an assist from
Lenehan. NESCAC Co-Player of the Week
Peggy Ficks ’01 made five saves in the win.

Scoring
Tufts: Dan Morse, 1 yd run (Nate Herpich kick),
12:05 ino 1st quarter.
Tufts: Herpich, 36 yd field goal, 8:36 2nd.
Tufts: Morse, 2 yd run (Herpich kick), 11:34 3rd.
Tufts: Jon Wilson, 15 yd pass from Morse (Herpich
kick), 14:053rd.

Bates (4-2). 1
Gordon. 1

2
1

3
2

Scoring
Bates: Sarah McGrath (Molly McMahon assist),
19:29 into 1st half.
Gordon: Amy Bascom (Lisa Carlson), 28:361st.
Bates: Rosie Lenehan (Amanda Schall), 5:43 2nd.
Gordon: Tambrei Mentus, 13:512nd.

Men's Cross Country

Bates: Carlin Aloe (Lenehan) 24:15 2nd.

Codfish Bowl at Franklin Park (Sat.,
Sept. 27)

Babson: Carrie Justason (Karen Barbuto), 29:51

Men's Soccer

The Bobcats (4-2) extended their winning

Goaltending
Bates: Peggy Ficks, 5. Gordon: Mindy Pierce, 6.

The Bobcats had one of their top outings of

Bates 3, Tufts 1 (Sat., Sept. 27)

Bates: Lisa Waldron (Katy Uhlmansiek), 75:27 2nd.

The Bobcats (4-1) knocked Tufts (4-1) from
among the undefeated team in New En¬

Goalie Saves

gland, picking up their first win over the

Susie Arnold (Bates), 9; Katie Matthews (Babson),

Jumbos since 1986, 3-1. Sophomore Andy

12.

Apstein was the key to the win, picking up
a pair of goals. Apstein opened the scoring
less than five minutes into the game, tak¬
ing a pass from first-year midfielder Lakota
Denton on the right side of the crease and
knocking it into the far corner. Apstein went
down later in the first half on a sliding

Franklin Park in Boston, home of 1997

Colby snapped the Bobcats’ three match

by knocking home the Bobcats’ second goal

winning streak as coach John Hug’s old

on an assist by senior Billy Fischer. Apstein

team beat his new one, 7-2. The Bobcats’

returned in the second half and hooked up

two wins came from junior Emily Carleton

with Denton again for his second goal, just

(Potomac, Md.), 6-4, 6-2, at No. 4 singles,

under eight minutes into the period. Jun¬

and the team of Janice Michaels (Princeton,

ior goalkeeper Brian Anton was solid in

N.J.) and Laura Shearer (Concord, Mass.)

goal, stopping seven of the Jumbos’ eight

at No. 2 doubles.

shots on goal.

Singles
Tufts (4-1) . 0
Bates (4-1). 2

1
1

1
3

England, topped No. 3 Amherst by 20 points.
Senior Justin Freeman finished second in
24:45, while sophomore Mike Danahy
placed 10th and sophomore Matt Twiest
was 13th. In all, 11 of 17 Bobcat runners
had personal records on the day.

Maine State Intercollegiate Champi¬
onships at Portland (Fri., Sept. 26)
The Bobcats got an outstanding perfor¬
mance from first-year golfer Percy Stith,
who shot his collegiate-low round of 80 to
tie for fourth, six strokes back. Bates also
Jeff Snyder, who shot an 84. Coach Bob

1. Tufts, 44; 2. Bates, 77; 3. Amherst, 97; 4. UMass
Lowell, 112; 5. Keene State, 123; 6. Coast Guard,
142; 7. Southern Maine, 191; 8. Conn. Coll., 210; 9.
Trinity, 222; 10. Merrimack, 304.

Flynn’s team finished in ninth place with a
composite score of 348.

Team Scores
1. UMaine-Farmington, 321; 2. Thomas, 322; 3.
Southern Maine, 326; 4. Maine Maritime Acad., 330;

Individual Results
1. Robert Mitchell, Amherst, 24:35; 2. Justin Free¬
man, Bates 24:45; 3. Matt Lyons, Tufts, 25:07; 4.
RodHemingway, Tufts, 25:10; 5. Matt Santo, Conn.
Coll., 25:20; 10. Mike Danahy, Bates, 25:40; 13. Matt
Twiest, Bates, 25:57; 23. Brendan Hahesy, Bates,
26:05; 29. John McGrath, Bates, 26:33; 37. Steve
Dutton, Bates, 26:36.

Lisa Mark (C) def. Janice Michaels (B), 7-5,6-1
Emily Carleton (B) del. Sarah Sweeney (C), 64,6-

Bates: Andy Apstein (Lakota Denton assist), 4:54.

2

Bates: Eric Trickett (Billy Fischer), 35:00.

Yuki Kodera (C) del Natalie Herald (B), 6-0,6-3

Bates: Apstein (Denton), 52:58.

Amy Sokotch (C) def. Kara Rooney (B), 64,5-7,6-

Tufts: Reid Adams, 65:33.

2

Goalie Saves

Doubles

Bates: Brian Anton, 7. Tufts: Steve McDermid, 3.

Anderson/Cheah (C) def. Russo/Daly, 8-3
9-7
Sweeney/Sokotch (C) def. Herald/Kleinman (B),
8-5

Women's Soccer
Tufts 2, Bates 0 (Sat., Sept. 27)
The No. 7 Bobcats (3-3) missed a golden
chance to climb in the New England polls
today, falling to No. 3 Tufts (5-1), 2-0. The
Bobcats have now matched their loss total

gland, 343; 8. St. Joseph’s, 347; 9. Bates, 348; 10.
Bowdoin, 349.

Individual Results

MIT Tournament (Fri.-Sat.,
Sept. 26-27)

tic twice, capitalizing on a pair of Bates

The Bobcats (6-9) struggled in their second

mistakes, one in the first 10 minutes of the

road tournament of the season, dropping

game, the other midway through the sec¬

three of four matches at MIT. After getting

ond.

swept by the hosts on Friday night, they
lost 3-1 to Gordon College in the third meet¬

Tufts (5-1) . 1
Bates (3-3). 0

1

2

ing of the season with Scots. On Saturday,

0

0

Bates dropped three straight to Wheaton,
recording the same number of attack er¬

Scoring Summary

rors as kills. In their fourth game of the

Tufts: Amanda Nagler (Jeanne Kehrberger assist),

tournament, the Bobcats finally broke

9:03.

through, defeating Roger Williams. Sopho¬

Tufts: Nagler (Sara Yeatman), 74:31.

more hitter Amanda Colby (willimantic,

1. Corey Poulin, Thomas, 74; T2. Darren Goeke,
Thomas, 77; T2. Jon Moody, UMF, 77; T4. John
Mike Flanagan, MMA, 80; T4. Nate Davis, UMF, 80;

Conn.) had an outstanding match, record¬

Goaltending

ing 21 kills in 33 attempts for a .545. per¬

Bates: Susie Arnold, 90 Min., 2 GA, 10 SV.

centage. First-year setter Kate Hagstrom

Tufts: Jen Starrett, 45 Min, 0 GA, 3 SV

(Portola, CaUf.) recorded 42 assists and

T4. Ben Goodall, USM, 80; T4. Jed Williamson,

four service aces in the game.

USM, 80; T19. Jeff Snyder, Bates, 84; 45. Chris
LeBlanc, Bates, 91; 47. Bryce Hubner, Bates, 93.

Women's Volleyball

from a year ago. Tufts proved opportunis¬

5. Husson, 333; 6. Colby, 336; 7. Univ. of New En¬

Murray, Husson, 80; T4. Percy Stith, Bates, 80; T4.

Field Hockey

Kim Cheah (C) def. Suzanne Daly (B), 6-1,6-1

Scoring Summary

Golf

got a nice performance from sophomore

Team Scores

Jessie Anderson (C) def. Jenn Russo (B), 6-4,6-2

Michaels/Laura Shearer (B) def. Mark/Kudera (C),

NCAA Division HI Cross Country Champi¬
onships. The Bobcats, ranked 4th in New

Colby 7, Bates 2 (Tue., Sept. 30)

tackle, but junior Eric Trickett got revenge

the season, placing second of 17 teams in
the prestigious Codfish Bowl meet in

Women's Tennis

Bates 3, Babson 1 (Sun., Sept. 28)

MIT def. Bates, 15-9,15-10,15-13

Coach Jim Murphy’s women’s soccer team

Gordon def. Bates, 15-11,15-6,14-16,15-5
Wheaton def. Bates, 15-8,15-7,15-7

day before to down Babson College (4-4),

Bates def. Roger Williams, 15-5,15-9,5-15,15-10

Bobcats (3-2) score twice in the second half

NESCAC Invitational at Williams
(Sun., Sept. 28)

(4-3) bounced back from a loss to Tufts the

to defeat Tufts (2-3) for the first time since

In pleasant weather after the first day of

over 25 minutes in when sophomore Katie

1994. In the first period, the Jumbos were

the NESCAC chmapionships, the Bobcats

Dodson (Westford, Mass.) capitalized on a

able to convert a scramble in front of the

were in a four-way tie for fifth place. When

loose ball in front of the net from the foot of

net into their only goal of the game. Sopho¬

the weather turned nasty, however, Bates

junior Colleen McCrave (Walpole, Mass.).

more Kate Orellana notched the equalizer

dropped five places, finishing in eighth

Babson evened the score five minutes later.

three and a half minutes into the second

place of ten teams. Sophomore Nick

Twelve minutes into the second half, the

half, converting a penalty corner from jun¬

Brunero (West Warwick, R.I.) finished tied

high-scoring tandem of McCrave and sopho¬

ior Amanda Schall. Seven minutes later,

for 11th.

more Kate O’MaHey (Deephaven, Minn.)

Bates 2, Tufts 1 (Sat., Sept. 27)
In a well played, back-and-forth game, the

First-year player Carlin Aloe scored her
third goal of the season, redirecting a shot

connected for the third tim this season on

Team Scores

from the top of the circle off the stick of

1. Amherst, 621; 2. Williams, 633; 3. Hamilton, 639;

classmate Nicole St. Jean.

4. Trinity, 667; 5. Colby, 681; 6. Middlebury, 685; 7.

Tufts (2-3) . 1
Bates (3-2). 0

0
2

1
2

3-1. The Bobcats got on the board first just

a perfectly executed two-on-one break.
Bates iced the game with 15 minutes go
when first-year player Lisa Waldron

Tufts, 685; 8. Bates, 690; 9. Wesleyan, 692; 10.

(Hanover, Mass.) redirected a shot by class-

Bowdoin, N/S.

mate Katy Uhlmansiek (Woodinville,
Wash.), each scoring their first career

Bates Finishers

points. The win was the Bobcats’ 14th in

Scoring Summary

Til. Nick Brunero, 80 81 161; T17. Tim Sargent,

15 lifetime meetings with Babson.

Tufts: Becca Litt, 7:181st.

79 86165; T35. Peter LaCasse, 94 84 178; 44. Pete

Bates: Kate Orellana (Amanda Schall), 3:28 2nd.

Coleman, 87 99 186

Women’s XC
Sat. 4

Pre-Nat’l Meet at Franklin Park 11a.m.

Field Hockey
Sat. 4

at Williams. 11a.m.

Wed. 8

MAINE-FARMINGTON.3:30 p.m.

Sat. 4

at Williams. 1:30 p.m.

Golf
Sun. 5

Southern Maine Iburnament...

Wed. 8

CBB Championships at Colby 12:30 p.m.

1 p.m.

Women’s Soccer

Bates: Carlin Aloe (Nicole St. Jean), 10:42 2nd.

Babson (4-4) . 1
Bates (4-3). 1

Goalie saves

Scoring Summary

Bates: Peggy Ficks, 11. Tufts: Schell, 8.

Bates: Katie Dodson (Colleen McCrave assist),
24:141st.

Upcoming Sports Events

0
2

1
3

Sat. 4

at Williams. 11a.m.

Thu. 9

GORDON. 4 p.m.

Men’s Soccer
Sat. 4

at Williams. noon

Thu. 9

GORDON. 4 p.m.
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Witt

Question on the Quad
What’s the ugliest thing on campus?

“Although I like cigarettes,
this presentation is less than
aesthetically pleasing.”

“You choose.”

“That majestic, creative
piece of blank.”

“This.”

Wardreath Wicks ’99

Sarah McGrath ’01
Dan Weinstock ’00
(with Bryce Breslin ’00)

Nicholas Smith ’98

Reported by Glen Philley • Photos by Elizabeth Purinton
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Chopsticks has
GREAT FOOD!

,

Hev vouf Yes, you. The Student needs an
assistant online editor. Get paid to write
web pages for the Student's online edition.
Call Rob at x7432 or e-mail rpelkey for info.

CHOPSTICKS
RESTAURANT
"The Best Chinese Food in Androscoggin County"

Tuesday Nights Come in for
“All you can eat” Pizza
and view a

Newly Released Movie;

783-6300 or 783-6949
DELIVERY AVAILABLE
Dine In or Take out
Lunch Buffet - Monday thru Friday
Cocktails & Exotic Drinks
• Open 7 Days a Week •

6-8 pm

•-1

I

VIDEO
550 Center St.
Auburn Mall
783-7960

2 Large Cheese Pizzas
for $10.99
When you bring your
j First Choice Video Reciept 1
i--

□-

181 Center St. Auburn
777-1000

Free bag of Popcorn
with a Movie Rental
When you bring your
Papa Gino’s All You
Can Eat Recipt

CAMPUS

College Street
BUS |

|

CHOPSTICKS
RESTAURANT

1 Mile From Campus

|

Business Hours: Mon.-Thurs. ll:15am-9:30pm
Fri. & Sat. ll:15am-10:00pm
Sunday 11:15 -9:00pm

